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With the continued miniaturization and increasing performance of electronic 

devices, new technical challenges have arisen.  One such issue is delamination 

occurring at critical interfaces inside the device.  This major reliability issue can occur 

during the manufacturing process or during normal use of the device. Proper evaluation 

of the adhesion strength of critical interfaces early in the product development cycle 

can help reduce reliability issues and time-to-market of the product.  However, 

conventional adhesion strength testing is inherently limited in the face of package 

miniaturization, which brings about further technical challenges to quantify design 

integrity and reliability.   

Although there are many different interfaces in today's advanced electronic 

packages, they can be generalized into two main categories:  

1) rigid to rigid connections with a thin flexible polymeric layer in between, or  



 

 

2) a thin film membrane on a rigid structure.   

Knowing that every technique has its own advantages and disadvantages, 

multiple testing methods must be enhanced and developed to be able to accommodate 

all the interfaces encountered for emerging electronic packaging technologies.    

For evaluating the adhesion strength of high adhesion strength interfaces in thin 

multilayer structures a novel adhesion test configuration called “single cantilever 

adhesion test (SCAT)” is proposed and implemented for an epoxy molding compound 

(EMC) and photo solder resist (PSR) interface.  The test method is then shown to be 

capable of comparing and selecting the stronger of two potential EMC/PSR material 

sets. Additionally, a theoretical approach for establishing the applicable testing domain 

for a four-point bending test method was presented. 

For evaluating polymeric films on rigid substrates, major testing challenges are 

encountered for reducing testing scatter and for factoring in the potentially degrading 

effect of environmental conditioning on the material properties of the film.  An 

advanced blister test with predefined area test method was developed that considers an 

elasto-plastic analytical solution and implemented for a conformal coating used to 

prevent tin whisker growth.  The advanced blister testing with predefined area test 

method was then extended by employing a numerical method for evaluating the 

adhesion strength when the polymer’s film properties are unknown.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

1.1. Motivation 

In today’s ultra-connected world, electronic devices are more prevalent than ever.  

High consumer demand has driven the industry to continuously evolve in order to deliver 

the smaller and high functioning portable electronics that consumers crave.  Advances in 

electronic packaging have played a tremendous role in this evolution.  Effective electronic 

packaging systems must integrate discrete components while balancing the mechanical, 

electrical, and thermal design criterion of the system.  Contributions such as new chip 

designs, advanced materials, and improved manufacturing methods are responsible for the 

persistence of new and ground-breaking electronics every year.  

However, with continued miniaturization and increasing performance of electronic 

devices, new technical challenges have arisen.  One such issue is delamination occurring 

at critical interfaces inside the device.  With advancing thin-profile designs and closer line 

spacing, delamination is not only a mechanical durability issue, but also a functionality 

issue.  Additionally, due to the quick time-to-market requirements within industry, it is 

important that design feasibility and reliability are assessed at early stages of the product 

development cycle.  Not only must the design be feasible, but the reliability of the design 

must be quantified and assured sufficient over the product’s lifetime to withstand the harsh 

environmental conditions that portable electronics will undergo during normal use. 

To assess the reliability of an interface, adhesion strength testing can be employed 

to quantitatively characterize the integrity of the interface.  However, conventional 
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adhesion strength testing is inherently limited in the face of package miniaturization, which 

brings about further technical challenges to quantify design integrity and reliability.   

While there are many different interfaces in today's advanced electronic packages, 

they can be generalized into two main categories:  

1) Rigid to rigid connections with a thin flexible polymeric layer in between, or  

2) A thin film membrane on a rigid structure.   

Knowing that every technique has its own advantages and disadvantages, multiple 

testing methods must be enhanced and developed to be able to accommodate all the 

interfaces encountered in the emerging electronic packaging technologies.   Conventional 

adhesion strength testing is most effective at evaluating interfaces with low adhesion 

strength and simple bimaterial structures.  However, in typical electronic packages, the 

interface-of-interest has much larger adhesion strength and is found in more complex thin 

multilayer structures.  Another consideration is for when high adhesion strengths must be 

evaluated with compliant and/or low fracture toughness adherends, considerations must be 

made to possible crack kinking into adjacent layers.  This will involve a thorough 

investigation of the mode mixity at the crack tip and an evaluation of new testing 

configurations to best induce interfacial delamination for assessing the adhesion strength.   

Additionally, for evaluating polymeric films on rigid substrates, major testing 

challenges are encountered for reducing testing scatter and for factoring in the potentially 

degrading effect of environmental conditioning on the material properties of the film.  

Consequently, conventional ideas and testing methods are not directly applicable requiring 

both enhancements of current methods and the introduction of novel test methods to 

effectively evaluate all interface types.  
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The proposed approaches and test methods in this dissertation will enable the 

industry to quantitatively test any interface in an electronic package early in the product 

development cycle to assess reliability and design feasibility.  This ability to quantitatively 

assess product reliability early on will enable packaging engineers to make cost-effective 

design decisions that will greatly reduce the time-to-market of the product.   

1.2. Objective 

The objective of this dissertation is, thus, to enhance and develop specific adhesion 

strength testing techniques to quantitatively assess the reliability of the interfaces found in 

electronic packaging devices.  Achieving this objective entails the following:  

1. Rigid/Flexible/Rigid Interfaces 

a. Establish a theoretical approach for determining an applicable testing 

domain for where the four-point bending (4PB) test method can be 

employed to evaluate the adhesion strength of a given material set based 

on mode mixity and crack kinking considerations;  

b. Create a Single Cantilever Adhesion Strength Test (SCAT) method for 

quantitative adhesion strength measurements; and 

c. Characterize the adhesion strength of multiple material sets for an 

EMC/PSR interface using the SCAT method  

2. Thin Membrane on Rigid Substrate Interfaces 

a. Develop an advanced blister test with predefined area test method that 

considers an elasto-plastic analytical solution; 
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b. Extend the advanced blister testing with predefined area test method 

with a numerical method for evaluating the adhesion strength when the 

polymer’s film properties are unknown; and 

c. Demonstrate the ability to characterize the adhesion strength of between 

film/substrates using the above methods before and after subjecting 

samples to environmental conditions.  

1.3. Organization of Dissertation 

This first chapter introduces the reader to the motivation behind this work and 

describes the objectives sought to be accomplished by it.  The remainder of the dissertation 

is divided into two parts to address the two main types of interfaces seen in electronic 

packaging systems: I) rigid/flexible/rigid interfaces and II) thin membrane on rigid 

substrate interfaces. 

Chapter 2 reviews background information of the specific rigid/flexible/rigid 

interfaces of interest found in electronic packaging systems and how the reliability of the 

interfaces can be quantified through the energy release rate and mode mixity concepts.  

Specific numerical methods used to evaluate the reliability parameters, such as the J-

integral and Virtual Crack Closures (VCCT) methods are then discussed.  A literature 

review of conventional experimental adhesion test methods is then presented. 

Chapter 3 presents a theoretical approach for determining if the adhesion strength 

of a potential material combination in a thin multilayer stack can be evaluated under the 

four-point bending test method.   The approach takes into account the fracture toughness 

and structural material properties of the interface materials, global loading configurations, 
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and the potential adhesion strength of the interface to analyze the crack kinking competition 

at the interface of interest.  Through a numerical approach it is shown an applicable testing 

domain for the given test configuration and material set can be established to clearly 

indicate the limits of the test configuration.   

Chapter 4 introduces a novel adhesion strength testing method, the Single 

Cantilever Adhesion Test (SCAT) for evaluating the reliability of critical interfaces in thin 

multilayer stacks.  Motivation for this test method and an experimental/numerical test 

procedure are presented.  The method is then implemented for an EMC/PSR interface that 

is known to have very large adhesion strength.  In addition, the test method is used to 

evaluate the adhesion strength of two separate EMC/PSR material sets.  This chapter has 

been submitted to the Journal of Microelectronics Reliability and is currently under a 

review process. 

Chapter 5 reviews typical thin membrane on rigid substrate interfaces found in 

electronic packaging systems.  A literature review of conventional experimental adhesion 

test methods is then presented. 

Chapter 6 presents a reliability analysis for a conformal coating used to mitigate tin 

whisker migration.  Methods for evaluating the adhesion strength and puncture strength 

are presented.  For the adhesion strength evaluation, the development of an advanced blister 

test with predefined area test method that considers an elasto-plastic analytical solution is 

presented.  A puncture strength test is also presented and a discussion on factors associated 

with tin whisker mitigation is discussed.  This chapter was published in the Journal of 

Electronic Packaging. 
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Chapter 7 presents an extension to the capabilities of the typical blister test when 

the material properties of the film are unknown or subject to change during environmental 

conditioning.  To cope with the problem, the concept of pseudo properties is introduced 

that can be determined from an experimental deflection vs. pressure curve and a typical 

numerical model of the blister specimen.  From here, a classical energy balance approach 

is employed to evaluate the energy release rate from the critical pressure and “pseudo” 

material properties.  This approach was carried out for an epoxy/copper interface after 

subjecting samples to both full moisture saturation and a high temperature storage 

condition.  Adhesion strength and pseudo-modulus results of an epoxy/copper interface for 

each condition are presented which underline the importance of this consideration.  This 

chapter has been submitted to Journal of Electronic Packaging and is currently under a 

review process. 

Chapter 8 contains a summary of the contributions made by this study and a 

discussion for future studies that can be extended from the present study.  
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Chapter 2: Background and Literature Review of Adhesion 

Strength Testing Methods of Thin 

Rigid/Flexible/Rigid Multilayer Structures 

 

2.1. Background  

There are many critical interfaces throughout a semiconductor packages that poses 

a reliability concern.  The schematic in Figure 1 highlights a few of the possible interfaces.  

Interfaces can stem from connecting discrete chips and components to the printed circuit 

board (PCB), as well as interfaces due to protecting plastic encapsulation of packages using 

epoxy molding compounds (EMC).  Even within silicon chips, the introduction of through-

silicon-vias introduces additional potential failure locations.   

 

Figure 1.  Schematic highlighting potential interfaces in semiconductor packages. 
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Quantitatively assessing the reliability of critical interfaces in electronic packages 

is of utmost importance for total device reliability.  Testing must be performed in a 

straightforward manner that allows for evaluation of the as-manufactured product and must 

have the capability of evaluating the potential degradation of the interface over the lifetime 

of the product.  The reliability of the interface is assessed through two key parameters: the 

adhesion strength and the mode mixity.  The adhesion strength represents the interfaces 

resistance to delamination, whereas the mode mixity indicates the ratio of shear-to-opening 

loading the interface is under. 

In this section fundamental concepts are introduced, such as, adhesion strength, the 

energy release rate, fracture toughness, and mode mixity.  Complexities of adhesion 

strength testing due to the nature of the material mismatch at the interface are also explored.  

Finally some conventional adhesion strength testing methods for rigid/flexible/rigid 

multilayer structures is presented.   

2.2. Quantifying Reliability Parameters  

To determine if an interface will be resistant to delamination, a bimaterial property 

called the interfacial fracture toughness, Γ, is often used.  The interfacial fracture toughness 

is an indication of the adhesion strength of the interface, or in other words how well the 

interface resists delamination.  Several factors affect Γ including the material properties of 

each layer, the moisture absorbed by the specimen, and the temperature.  One way to assess 

this bimaterial property is to determine the energy release rate, G, which is a measure of 

the energy available for an increment of crack extension [1].  

 
dU

G
dA
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where U is the energy in the body and A is the new surface area created due to crack 

extension.  For testing consider a bimaterial body that has an interfacial crack and is 

experiencing monotonic loading (Figure 2).  As the load increases, so does the stress 

around the crack tip until finally a critical loading condition is reached and the crack 

delaminates.  When the crack delaminates two key events happen: new surface area is 

created, and some of the stored energy in the body is released.  This release of stored energy 

to create new surface area is defined as the critical energy release rate, Gc [1].  Under linear 

elastic conditions, the critical energy release is equivalent to the interfacial fracture 

toughness.   

 

Figure 2.  Schematic of an interfacial crack in a bimaterial body. 

Interfacial fracture properties are more complicated to describe because of the 

addition of a material discontinuity at the interface.  Williams found that the stress and 

displacement fields oscillate very close to an interfacial crack tip [2].  Because of this 

material mismatch at the interface, even under a global pure tensile loading, three will be 

a mixed mode loading condition at the crack tip due to the material discontinuity.  To 

describe the material mismatch at the interface the Dundars introduced two 

nondimensional parameters  [3].  A parameter to characterize the elastic mismatch, α: 

 1 2

1 2
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where 
jE  represents the Young’s modulus for each material.  Under plane strain conditions 
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, and under plane stress conditions, 

j jE E , where ν is the Poisson’s ratio of 

the material.  The second Dundars’ parameter characterizes the bulk modulus mismatch, 

β: 
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where μi represents the shear modulus and θi accounts for either plane strain, 

 3 4j j   , or plane stress, 
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 , conditions at the crack front.  When there is 

no material mismatch, i.e. a homogeneous material, both parameters vanish.  However if 

the materials are switched, then the sign of the parameter also changes.  By using these 

parameters, an idea of the crack tip stress and strain field can be determined.   

Depending on bimaterial properties and the global loading conditions, the stress 

field near the crack tip will behave differently due to the ratio of shear to opening load.  

Three loading modes are used to describe the type of loading at the interface.  Mode I 

represents tensile or opening loading, mode II represents in-plane shear loading, and mode 

III represents out-of-plane shear or tearing loading.  The individual loading modes are 

schematically shown in Figure 3.   
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Figure 3.  Schematic of three loading modes in fracture mechanics.   

 

Due to the material mismatch at the interface a mixture of the different loading 

modes at the interface is unavoidable when assessing the adhesion strength.  A parameter 

known as the mode mixity, Ψ, is used to quantify the ratio of shear-to-opening loading at 

the crack front [4-8]: 

 tan II

I

G

G
    (4) 

where GI and GII represent the mode I and mode II energy release rate components.  The 

mode mixity ranges from 0 for pure mode I loading to 90 for pure mode II loading.  As 

the amount of shear loading at the interface increases so does the energy required to 
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delaminate new surface area.  This relationship results in G increasing as a function of the 

mode mixity.  This relationship is shown schematically in Figure 4.  To fully describe the 

strength of an interface, both G and Ψ should be determined and reported.  Both parameters 

can be evaluated through either analytical or numerical methods.   

  

Figure 4.  Schematic of relationship between G and Ψ. 

Common multilayer rigid/flexible/rigid adhesion strength test methods include 

double cantilever beam (DCB) [9-15], four-point bending (4PB) with a central notch [10, 

16-20] and. 4PB with side cracks testing method [20].  Each method and their analytical 

solutions – when applicable – will be explored further in the following sections.  However 

when dealing with more advanced structures, like the ones found in semiconductor 

packages, numerical methods must be applied.  Two useful numerical methods for 

evaluating the energy release rate include the J-integral method proposed by Rice [21, 22] 

and the Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT) [4, 5, 7, 8, 23, 24].  Numerical methods 

are also available to evaluate the mode mixity at the crack tip, namely the crack tip opening 
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displacement method [16, 25-27], and the VCCT method.  Numerical methods will be 

further discussed before introducing the specific multilayer rigid/flexible/rigid adhesion 

strength test methods. 

2.2.1. Numerical Methods to Evaluate Reliability Properties.  

2.2.1.1. J-integral Method  

When analytical solutions are not directly applicable to a certain specimen and 

testing configuration, a numerical modeling approach, which employs the J integral, can 

be used to evaluate the energy release rate when the material behavior remains linear 

elastic.  This approach is especially useful for determining the interfacial energy release 

rate for cracks that lie on the interface of two materials in multilayer structures.   

The energy release rate, G, was proposed by Irwin as a measure of the energy 

available for crack extension when materials remain linear elastic [28].  Rice later went on 

to expand upon Irwin’s approach by idealizing elastic-plastic deformation as nonlinear 

elastic.  This allowed for the extension of fracture mechanics beyond the linear elastic 

deformation by use of the J integral [21].  The J integral considers an arbitrary path going 

counter-clockwise around a crack tip:   

 
i

i i
c

du
G J wn T ds
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   (5) 

where w is strain energy density:  
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     (6) 

ni is the normal vector to c, and Ti is the traction vector: 
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 i ij jT n   (7) 

c is an arbitrary contour around the tip of the crack; σ , ε, and u are the stress, strain, and 

displacement field, respectively [21].  The J-integral remains equivalent to the energy 

release rate as long as the sample is under small scale yielding.  This can be readily shown 

in other source material [1, 21, 22].  Another key criterion is that the J-integral is path 

independent.  This derivation can also be found in source material [1, 29] and holds true 

for a crack in a multilayer structure as long as the structure is under small scale yielding 

and the crack is parallel to the layered structures. 

 The J-integral can be analyzed numerically after experimental testing of a 

specimen.  Once the critical condition of the specimen is modeled using a commercial FEA 

method, the critical stress and displacement fields can be assessed on the contour around 

the crack tip.  The J-integral can then be performed in post processing steps to evaluate the 

energy release rate. 

2.2.1.2. Virtual Crack Closure Method 

The VCCT method is a numerical method for evaluating the energy release rate and 

mode mixity in a single step.  According to Irwin, the work required to close a crack by an 

infinitesimal crack length, Δa, is equal to the work required to close the crack to its original 

length [28].  For homogeneous, isotropic materials, this interpretation allows for the mode 

I and mode II components of the energy release rate to be expressed as [4, 7]: 
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 I IIG G G    (10) 

where Δ is an infinitesimal crack extension, σyy and σxy are the normal and shear tractions 

at a distance r ahead of the crack tip, and δx and δy are the displacement jumps at a distance, 

r, behind the crack tip along the x- (sliding mode) and y- (opening mode) directions. 

This theoretical interpretation can be extended to a numerical finite element model.  

Considering the crack tip mesh in Figure 5, the energy release rate can be expressed in 

terms of the nodal forces and displacements as [7]: 
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where fx,i, Δux,j, and Δuy,k represent the nodal force, shear displacement and opening 

displacement, respectively.  Equations (10) and (4) can then be used to calculate G and Ψ 

directly from the FEA results.  

Key assumptions for this method are that two successive states of cracking are self-

similar for an infinitesimally short crack advance; crack advance of Δa does not 

significantly change the stress state at the crack tip; and the crack tip elements are larger 

than oscillation zone and smaller than area dominated by geometric features, i.e., in K-

dominate region.  .  

Both the J-integral method and the VCCT method can be used to evaluate G, but 

since the VCCT method allows for evaluation of G and Ψ in one step it is more user 

friendly.  It is recommended that when evaluating G, the J-integral method should be 

calculated as a consistency check to ensure model stability.   
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Figure 5.  Schematic diagram of crack tip mesh. 

2.3. Literature Review of Adhesion Testing in Rigid/Flexible/Rigid 

Multilayer Structures 

Adhesion strength testing of key interfaces is a critical task for establishing the 

reliability of a packaging structure.  Due to the material mismatch, the interface may be 

prone to delamination failure due to conditions during the manufacturing of the product or 

just from the day-to-day use.  To assess the reliability of the interface adhesion strength 

testing can be performed during the design phase of the product.  From the experimental 

results two key reliability parameters are then established to characterize the reliability of 

the interface: the critical interfacial energy release rate, Gc, and the mode mixity, Ψ. The 

critical interfacial energy release rate is an indication of the adhesion strength and 

represents the interfaces resistance to delamination, whereas the mode mixity indicates the 

ratio of shear-to-opening loading the interface is under. 

Several conventional adhesion strength test methods that have been applied for 

adhesion strength testing of rigid/rigid interfaces include the double cantilever beam 

(DCB) [9-15], four-point bending (4PB) with side cracks testing method [20], and 4PB 
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with a central notch [10, 16-20].  These test method have been implemented in a variety of 

situations to evaluate the adhesion strength of interfaces in bimaterial structures and for 

critical interfaces within thin film multilayer stacks.  Each technique has distinct 

advantages and disadvantages.  Below is a review of the conventional adhesion strength 

testing methods for rigid/flexible/rigid multilayers and the key implementation of the 

techniques in regards to the semiconductor packaging industry. 

2.3.1. Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) Testing Method 

The double cantilever beam test is a commonly used method to measure the 

adhesion strength in a near mode I condition [9-15, 30-36].  For testing, there is a precrack 

placed in between two substrates with loading blocks attached to the end of the specimen.   

As seen in Figure 6, tensile loading is applied at both ends of the cantilever beam 

at a constant displacement rate until the precrack propagates along the interface of interest.  

From the critical load and the precrack length the energy release rate can be assessed from 

the compliance of the system [1].  The system can be reset and tested again at a new crack 

length as seen in Figure 7 for multiple G calculations from a single sample.   

Using the critical load and compliance found from the graph, the energy release 

rate can be determined [1]: 

 
2

2

P dC
G

B da
   (13) 

where B is the width of the specimen and C is the compliance of the structure.  To assess 

the compliance for multilayer structures, authors have developed analytical expressions 

derived from the beam on elastic foundation model [13].   
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Figure 6.  Schematic of bimaterial double cantilever beam test. 

 

 

Figure 7.  Schematic of typical load vs. displacement curve in DCB testing. 

While this test does allow for multiple data points from a single sample and testing 

in a near mode I condition, the sample preparation for the precrack and alignment of the 

loadings is difficult to implement.  This may add unwanted uncertainty to this method.  

Since the method assumes a perfect tensile loading, any unexpected in-plane shear loading 

(Mode II) or out-of-plane shear loading (Mode III twisting) may increase uncertainty.  
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Additionally, extra care should be taken for in-situ monitoring of the crack length to ensure 

accurate crack length measurements.  

Advancements have also been made for accounting for the material mismatch 

across the interface to maintain a near mode I loading [14, 15].  By using unsymmetrical 

supporting layers, it has been shown that the mode mixity at the interface can be influenced 

to ensure the mode mixity is near mode I and the crack will stay in the interface.  Key 

advantages of this test method is that a mode I energy release rate value can be assessed 

during testing, controlled, stable interfacial crack growth can be found, and closed form 

analytical solutions are available. 

2.3.2. Four-Point Bending (4PB) with Symmetric Side Cracks 

Another adhesion strength testing approach is the four-point bending (4PB) with 

side cracks method which involves two symmetric side cracks placed on a multilayer 

specimen [20, 37, 38].  A schematic of this setup is seen in Figure 8.  The specimen is 

aligned in a 4PB fixture and monotonic displacement loading is applied until the cracks 

delaminate along the interface.  Since both crack tips are within the inner loading pins, 

each side of the crack is subjected to the same constant moment.  The displacement 

continues until both cracks delaminate along the interface of interest at a critical load.  

From that point the J-integral method [21, 22] is applied to evaluate the energy release rate 

of the interface.  A major advantage of testing in 4PB is that the energy release rate can be 

determined without a crack length measurement.  However some disadvantages of testing 

in this configuration stem from the larger mode mixity at the interface and the difficultly 
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of creating two perfectly symmetric precracks during sample prep which can lead to added 

uncertainty in testing results.   

 

Figure 8.  Schematic of symmetric side crack 4PB testing.  

 

2.3.3. Four-Point Bending with Vertical Central Crack 

The last major type of rigid/rigid adhesion strength testing considered is a 4PB test 

method with a central crack.  This test method is quite similar to the previous 4PB method 

except that before testing only a vertical notch is made to the interface of interest in the 

middle of the bimaterial sample [10, 16] (Error! Reference source not found.).  Loading 

is then applied in a similar manner until the crack initiates along the interface of interest at 

an initial load, Pinitial.  At this moment the load will drop as the crack begins to initiate.  The 

crack then begins to stably propagate along the interface of interest at a critical load, Pcritial, 

due to the constant moment region between the inner loading pins.  This region is known 

as a steady state region.  Figure 10 depicts a typical load vs displacement diagram for this 

type of testing.  Using the critical load from testing the energy release rate can be evaluated 

from analytical methods.   
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Figure 9.  Schematic of a 4PB setup for a vertical center crack. 

 

Figure 10.  Schematic of typical load vs. displacement curve in 4PB test method with a 

vertical center crack 

 

Similar to the previous 4PB testing method this method also has a larger mode 

mixity due to the nature of 4PB loading, but has the advantage of easier sample preparation 

and having a crack length independent method to calculate the energy release rate, which 

greatly reduces uncertainty in measurements.  These advantages, in particular the reduced 

testing uncertainty and practicality to implement in reality have led to an uptick in recent 

years of 4PB with center crack applications.  Following is a more in depth description of 

the 4PB test method with a vertical center crack, implementations of the method for 

specific problems and interfaces, and finally a look at the particular challenges when 
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extending this test method to evaluate key interfaces in thin multi-layer packaging 

structures.   

2.3.3.1. Initially Proposed 4PB Method with Vertical Center Crack For Bimaterial 

Systems 

Several authors have examined different application of the 4PB method with a vertical 

center crack and have helped to extend the technique [16-18, 20, 39-41].  The four-point 

bending adhesion strength testing method was initially proposed by Evans and 

Charalambides [10, 16] for assessing the adhesion strength of bimaterial interfaces in 

mixed mode conditions.   

A schematic of a typical 4PB specimen can be seen in Figure 9.  In this 

configuration, a bimaterial sample is notched in the center and a predefined crack length, 

a, was then created by applying clamps to the structure and applying load until the crack 

advanced to the end of the clamps.  The specimen is then placed under a four-point bending 

loading fixture and outer pin displacement is increased monotonically.  Since the precrack 

has already been established the load increases until the critical load, Pcritical, is reached.  

At this point the crack will continue to delaminate stably along the interface due to the 

center of the specimen being under a constant moment condition as in Figure 10.  The 

delamination will continue along the interface at the critical load until the crack reaches 

the inner loading pins.  This critical load can be used to assess the energy release rate, G, 

of the interface-of-interest analytically by applying beam theory and assuming plane strain 

conditions [16]:  
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where 

 l = pin spacing,  

 E
i
 = modulus,  

 b = width,  

 h
i
 = thickness,  

 ν
i
 = Poisson’s ratio, and 

 λ = plane strain constant. 

Evans and Charalambides detailed the fundamentals of this test method and 

examined how the energy release rate and mode mixity are a function of the crack length, 

pin spacing, and modulus ratio between the two materials [16, 40].  The authors then 

applied this approach to evaluate an ideal interface of aluminum/PMMA materials.  For 

this particular interface the typical adhesion strength results of this interface were on the 

order of 12 J/m2. 

2.3.3.2. “Essentially Homogeneous” Approach for Thin Film Stacks [17] 

Later on Dauskardt implemented this approach to evaluate the adhesion strength of a 

SiO2/TiN interface in thin film stacks.  By sandwiching the thin film stacks between 

massively large silicon substrates, as seen in Figure 11, an essentially homogeneous 

structure was assembled and a simplified analytical solution was applied to evaluate the 

energy release rate from testing [17]: 
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where M is the critical moment and the material properties of the silicon substrates are used.   

 

Figure 11.  Schematic of a 4PB setup with a thin film stack sandwiched between two 

much larger substrates. 

 

A weak intermetallic layer was used in the thin film stack (Figure 12a) to initiate a 

precrack to the interface of interest during testing.  The benefit of this weak intermetallic 

layer is seen in the load vs. displacement curve in Figure 12b.  The displacement is 

increased monotonically for the duration of the test.  Once a critical initial load is reached, 

the crack propagates from the vertical notch to the weak copper bond layer of the thin film 

stack and then kinks downward to the interface of interest (depicted with the dashed red 

line in Figure 12a).  As the displacement continues to be increased a load plateau is reached 

where steady state delamination is occurring at the interface of interest (depicted with the 

solid blue line in Figure 12a).  For the SiO2/TiN interface tested the energy release rate 

values were on the order of 10 J/m2, representing a relatively weak interface. 
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 (a)

 (b) 

Figure 12.  (a) Thin film stack sandwiched in Dauskardt’s implementation, and (b) the load 

vs. displacement graph for 4PB testing of SiO2/TiN interface  [17]. 

 

2.3.3.3. Importance of Precrack [18] 

Another key implementation assessed the importance of using a precrack at the 

interface of interest [18].  Similar to the previous extension, two massive substrates were 

used to create an essentially homogeneous material (Figure 13).  The interface of interest 

for this case was a CDO/SiN interface in a thin multilayer stack as shown schematically in 

Figure 14a.   
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Figure 13.  Schematic of a 4PB setup with a thin adhesive layer between two much larger 

substrates. 

 (a)

 (b) 

Figure 14.  Second configuration for 4PB testing of CDO/SiN interface (a) schematic of 

multilayer stack sandwiched between two much larger substrates with epoxy 

below the interface of interest and (b) typical  load vs. displacement curve of 

4PB [18]. 
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The layers were deposited on one silicon substrate and then a thin epoxy layer was 

used to sandwich the specimens.  The top substrate was then notched close to the interface 

before testing, but no precrack was created.  Upon testing under a constant displacement 

rate, the load would increase until at an initial load, Pinitial.  At this point the crack begins 

to initiate along the interface-of-interest while being accompanied by a load drop in the 

system (depicted with the dashed red line in Figure 14).  As the outer pin displacement 

continues to increase the load will reach the critical load, Pcritical.  The crack will continue 

to delaminate stably along the interface due to the center of the specimen being under a 

constant moment condition system (depicted with the solid blue line in Figure 14).  The 

delamination will continue along the interface at the critical load until the crack reaches 

the inner loading pins.  This critical load can then be used to assess the energy release rate 

of the interface-of-interest.  

An interesting takeaway from this work is that when testing without a precrack 

there will always be a larger load required to initiate the crack before the critical load 

required for delamination is reached. However, by employing a very thin precrack, it would 

be possible to eliminate the initial load overshoot which can prove problematic in certain 

cases.  For example, the authors considered two configurations in this experiment: one with 

the epoxy below the interface-of-interest, and another with the epoxy above (Figure 15a) 

[18].   

It was found that when testing with the epoxy layer above the interface-of-interest, 

the load required to initiate the precrack along the interface of interest was so large that 

instead of the crack arresting after reaching Pinitial, the crack would rapidly propagate all 

the way to the inner loading pin without establishing a load plateau at the critical load 
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(Figure 15b).  This case highlights a particular situation where if a precrack was first 

created, testing may have been possible.  From the first case the evaluation of the energy 

release rate showed a relatively weak interface of 4 J/m2.   

 (a)

 (b) 

Figure 15.  Second configuration for 4PB testing of CDO/SiN interface (a) schematic of 

multilayer stack sandwiched between two much larger substrates with epoxy 

above the interface of interest and (b) typical  load vs. displacement curve of 

4PB [18]. 
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2.3.3.4. Application: Evaluating adhesion strength of bonds in Through Silicon Via 

(TSV) 

One application of this technique is for the copper-copper direct bonds used in 

through silicon via (TSV) applications [41, 42].  Copper-copper direct bonds are typically 

cured under high temperature conditions.  The authors were interested in evaluating the 

effect of curing conditions on the adhesion strength between the bonds.   

Samples were made by depositing a layer of copper on to two larger silicon wafers 

(Figure 16) and then cured under various conditions.  The samples were then tested (Figure 

17) in 4PB and Dauskardt’s simplified analytical solution, Equation (15), was applied to 

assess the adhesion strength.  Adhesion strength results were relatively small, ~3 J/m2 and 

varied based on the temperature and pressure conditions applied.  Adhesion strength 

increased with bonding temperature and post-bond annealing temperature.   

 

Figure 16.  Schematic of copper-copper bonding samples created on larger silicon 

substrates [41]. 
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Figure 17.  Load vs. displacement curve for Cu-Cu direct bond 4PB adhesion testing 

[41]. 

 

2.3.3.5. Application: Evaluating Adhesion Strength of EMC/Copper Bonds 

Another interface of interest that has been investigated by several authors with the 

4PB method is the interface between epoxy molding compound (EMC) and copper 

leadframe [19, 43-45].  Figure 18 provides an example of the type of package where this 

interface ca be found.  Epoxy molding compound is typically employed to protect the 

critical components and connections of the chip from the outside environment and moisture 

exposure.  However, since the properties of the EMC are subject to change from long term 

exposure to moisture and temperature conditions, the initial adhesion strength and the 

adhesion strength degradation over time exposed to these conditions are critical to 

determine for characterizing the device reliability.   

To evaluate this interface authors typically employ a simple bimaterial strip of 

EMC/copper.  After creating the bimaterial strips, a vertical notch is cut in the center of the 

sample and then 4PB loading is employed.  As documented before, the displacement is 
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increased until an initial load is reached where the crack initiates along the interface.  The 

load then drops to a critical plateau load where the crack delaminates in a steady state 

condition to the end of the inner loading pin.   

To evaluate the energy release rate the equations initially proposed by 

Charalambides et. al. [16] are employed.  For testing performed immediately after sample 

creation authors have reported energy release rates on the order of 20 J/m2.  The authors 

were also able to test after exposing samples to high temperature and humidity conditions 

and characterized the degradation of the adhesion strength with time.  

 

Figure 18.  Cross section image of typical microelectronic package with EMC/copper 

leadframe interface [19]. 

 

2.3.3.6. Remarks on Further Extension of 4PB Method 

The four-point bending method with a vertical center crack is an effective test 

method for evaluating the critical interfacial energy release rate for a bimaterial interface 

in mixed mode loading conditions.  Previous implementations in the community have 

shown the method is very effective when evaluating interfaces with small adhesion 

strengths in comparison to the adherend materials.   
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However, difficulties with using this technique are met when extending to the thin 

multilayer structures that are common in semiconductor packaging systems.  Samples are 

thinner than ever and are multilayered and with non-ignorable volume stiffness of the 

intermediate layers.  Additionally with the advancement of materials engineering the 

adhesion strength of interfaces of interests are larger than ever.  When large adhesion 

strength interfaces are mixed with low fracture toughness adherends, such as with high 

filler epoxy molding compounds (EMC) or other brittle layers, crack kinking into the 

adherend instead of delamination during testing also becomes a concern.  Further 

investigation must be made for evaluating the adhesion strength at critical interfaces in 

thin-multilayer samples.  Additional consideration must be made for the high toughness 

interfaces where crack kinking out of the interface is a distinct possibility. 
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Chapter 3: Applicable Testing Domain of Four-Point Bending 

Adhesion Test Method for Assessing Critical 

Interfaces in Thin Multilayer Microelectronic 

Systems 

 

Abstract 

The four-point bending (4PB) test method is a conventional adhesion strength test 

method that has been used to evaluate the adhesion strength at many critical interfaces.  

However, the test has typically been limited to evaluation of low strength interfaces.  As 

new materials are introduced, there is an increased need to evaluate if conventional test 

methods can be extended to areas with increasing large adhesion strength values.  With the 

goal of evaluating stronger material interfaces, the 4PB with central notch adhesion 

strength testing method is investigated to assess a applicable testing domain for a given 

material set in a thin multilayer microelectronic system.   

Before testing, a theoretical approach considering the fracture toughness and structural 

material properties of the material set in question, the specimen configuration, the global 

loading configuration, and the mode mixity at the crack tip in order to determine the 

applicable testing domain where the 4PB test can be used to successfully evaluate the 

adhesion strength of an interface.  This approach is then implemented for a high strength 

epoxy molding compound (EMC) and photo solder resist (PSR) interface.   
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3.1. Introduction 

Delamination at critical interfaces inside electronic devices is a major reliability 

issue that can occur during the manufacturing process or during normal use of the device.  

With advancing thin-profile designs and closer line spacing, delamination is not only a 

mechanical durability issue, but also a functionality issue.  With the quick time-to-market 

requirements within industry, it is important that design feasibility and reliability are 

assessed at early stages of the product development cycle.  The reliability of the interface 

can be assessed by adhesion strength testing of the interface.  A conventional test that is 

employed to characterize the adhesion strength is the four-point bending (4PB) test.  As 

previously discussed in Chapter 2, this technique provides a clear advantage of having a 

steady state region where the adhesion strength can be evaluated leading to much less 

scatter in testing results, but at the cost of a larger inherent mode mixity at the crack tip due 

to the global loading condition.   

To date, the 4PB test method has been employed successfully for many different 

interfaces which are typically weaker interfaces where the energy release rate was on the 

order of ~10 J/m2 or less [1-4].  As new designs and more advanced material combinations 

are introduced to electronic packaging systems, it is of interest to investigate extending the 

applicability of this conventional testing technique to evaluate higher adhesion strength 

interfaces.   

A theoretical approach is proposed that investigates the crack tip condition during a 4PB 

test for a given specimen configuration.  A FEA analysis is then carried out to assess the 

propensity for an interfacial crack to delaminate or kink into an adjacent adherend based 

on the crack competition at the interface.  The key considerations for this approach consist 
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of the known fracture toughness and structural material properties of the material set in 

question, and the specimen configuration which establishes the global loading 

configuration.  From this information a numerical model of the specimen can be created 

and the mode mixity at the interface of interest can be assessed.  From here a virtual crack 

closure technique (VCCT) [5-7] can be employed at the crack tip to assess the propensity 

for the crack to delaminate or kink into an adherend at a given kink angle.  Through this 

analysis an applicable testing domain can be established for a given specimen configuration 

that can provide guidelines on the maximum adhesion strength this 4PB test configuration 

is capable of assessing depending on the fracture toughness of the given adherends.    

3.2. Crack competition in an interface 

Consider a crack that is inside a homogeneous body.  When the sample is loaded to the 

point of crack propagation, the crack will potentially change its orientation, or kink, in to 

the direction that maximizes G [8].  However, for an interfacial crack in a bimaterial sample 

(Figure 19) the potential crack propagation becomes more complicated.  Whenever there 

is crack trapped in an interface, one of two outcomes can occur: the crack delaminates 

along the interface, or it kinks into an adjacent material [8-10].  When the sample is initially 

loaded, there will be some degree of mode mixity at the crack tip.  If the adhesion strength 

is weak in comparison to the fracture toughness of the adjacent materials, then the crack 

can propagate along the interface with a mode mixity.   
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Figure 19.  Schematic of crack trapped in the interface with two outcomes.  

 

This concept is especially important to consider when evaluating interface 

properties in electronic packaging systems.  If the adhesion strength is too large, or the 

fracture toughness of the individual adherends is too weak, there will be the potential that 

the crack will kink out of the interface before delamination occurs.  If kinking occurs, then 

testing in the given configuration will not be able to evaluate the adhesion strength of the 

interface-of-interest.  Mathematically, this is best represented through the following crack 

kinking equation:  
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where G0 and Gkink are the energy release rate for the interface and lower material, 

respectively, Γc
(interface) and ΓIC

(2) are the fracture toughness for the interface and lower 

material, respectively, Ψ is the mode mixity at the interface, and ω is the associated kinking 

direction into the bulk of a material.  Since this relationship is dependent on the mode 

mixity at the interface, each new test configuration (sample dimensions, load configuration, 

material properties, ect.) should be modeled to evaluate Equation (16) to determine if 
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testing is feasible.  This concept can be repeated over several test configurations, crack tip 

mode mixity values, to establish an applicable testing domain.  

3.3. Approach  

3.3.1. Numerical model for a thin multilayer 4PB specimen 

To numerically evaluate the energy release rate and the mode mixity, a FEA model 

must first be established.  Consider the multilayer structure in Figure 20.  This multilayer 

structure can be modeled using commercially available FEA software (ANSYS).  Due to 

symmetry, a 3D quarter model can be created using solid elements.  Each layer is associated 

with its own linear elastic material properties.  The layer boundaries are bonded unless a 

predefined area is prescribed.  At the interface-of-interest, the area past the crack tip is 

bonded whereas two traction free lines are used along the length of the predefined area to 

represent the crack front.  The crack tip consists of a shared crack tip node and can be 

modeled using either a square elements or singular crack tip elements.  Each mesh type 

poses its own advantages and disadvantages which will be discussed later on.  The model 

should be meshed using a mapped meshing procedure for model efficiency while retaining 

a high mesh density near the crack tip.  A mesh sensitivity study must be performed to 

assure the model results are insensitive to mesh size near the crack tip.   

The boundary conditions for the model consist of the ux displacement at the center of 

the model, uz displacement on the front side of the specimen, and the uy displacement along 

the inner loading pin.  A distributed line load is applied along the outer loading pin.  After 

establishing them numerical model the critical delamination condition can be evaluated.  

When delamination occurs along the interface at the load plateau, the critical load, PCrit is 
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found.  Using this critical load, the model is run to determine the critical stress and 

displacement fields around the crack tip.  At this point the J-integral and VCCT methods 

previously described in Chapter 2 can be applied to evaluate the adhesion strength and 

mode mixity at the crack tip.  

 

 

Figure 20.  Schematic of bimaterial 4PB sample. 

3.3.2. Evaluation of Gkink(ω) at various kinking angles 

When interested in evaluating the energy release rate for a kinked crack into an 

adherend a single step VCCT method can be employed [7].  This method considers a radial 

mesh of singular elements at the crack tip as seen in Figure 21.  The energy release rate of 

a hypothetical kinked crack can then be determined by considering the crack kinking angle, 

the nodal forces and nodal displacements for the nodes near the crack tip.  Repeating this 

procedure over several ω angles the maximum GKink can be determined. 
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(a)                                            (b) 

Figure 21.  Singular crack tip elements used for evaluating Gkink(ω) (a) before and (b) 

after crack closure [7].   

 

Using the modeling results and the known bulk fracture toughness of the adherends, 

Equation (16) can then be used to assess if this test configuration will be more likely to 

result in interfacial delamination, or crack kinking into an adjacent material.   

Consider a bimaterial 4PB specimen that consists of a top and bottom layer that are 

each 1 mm thick with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, but different elastic modulus, E.  The 

modulus of the bottom layer is E2 = 25 GPa and the top layer’s modulus, E1, is allowed to 

vary to analysis the effect moduli ratio plays on the mode mixity and the propensity for 

crack kinking at the crack tip.    Figure 22 shows an example of this VCCT procedure to 

determine Gkink as a function of kink angle for several different moduli ratios.  In the figure, 

the ratio of GKink(ω)/G0 is plotted vs. the kink angle.  From this chart the preferred kinking 

direction and the maximum GKink/G0 can be established for each case.  It is important to 

note that the crack tip mode mixity is different in each case due to the different material 

mismatches at the interface.  The largest GKink/G0 ratio occurs for the highest mode mixity, 

indicating a greater chance for the crack to kink instead of delaminate under large mode 
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mixity configurations.  As the mode mixity increases so does the angle at which the crack 

will kink into the bottom adherend.  When evaluating weak interfaces, the propensity for a 

crack to kink into an adherend is not an important consideration since the adhesion strength 

is typically significantly less than the bulk fracture toughness of the adherends.  However 

when evaluating more advanced material sets that have a combination of larger adhesion 

strength and lower bulk fracture toughness this can become an issue.  Analysis must be run 

prior to testing to confirm that a particular testing configuration will allow for the 

evaluation of the expected adhesion strength of the interface.  
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Figure 22.  Several GKink(ω)/G0 vs. kink angle curves for different material combinations. 
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3.3.3. Establishing an applicable testing domain  

When interested in selecting a specific testing configuration to evaluate the adhesion 

strength of a given material set, it is helpful to first establish an applicable testing domain.  

An applicable testing domain can be used to determine the maximum adhesion strength, 

which can be evaluated when considering the interface-of-interest, interfacial properties, 

specimen configuration, and the bulk fracture toughness properties by plotting the adhesion 

strength, or interfacial fracture toughness, Γ0, against the bulk fracture toughness of the 

bottom material.   

For the example specimens in Figure 22 the maximum Gkink/G0 was determined for 

each case and used to establish an applicable testing domain in Figure 23.  It is clear from 

the graph that as the mode mixity of the test configuration decreases, the applicable testing 

domain increases.  For a specified bulk fracture toughness, the maximum interfacial 

fracture toughness that can be evaluated increases as mode mixity decreases. 

This procedure can be repeated by creating a numerical model for a given specimen 

configuration and calculating the G0, mode mixity and Gkink(ω) to provide insight into if 

this testing configuration is appropriate for the expected critical adhesion strength of the 

interface-of-interest. 
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Figure 23.  Applicable testing domains over several test configurations for a bimaterial 

4PB specimen. 

 

3.4. Implementation of the Applicable Testing Domain for EMC/PSR 

Interface 

To illustrate how the applicable testing domain can be used to determine the 

maximum adhesion strength that can be tested for a given interface-of-interest in 4PB 

configuration, an EMC/PSR samples will be studied.  The EMC/PSR interface is 

particularly challenging due to the make-up of the sample (Figure 24).  The entire structure 

is very thin, less than one mm thick, meaning that a reinforcement layer system must be 

employed to test the specimen.  When loaded without any reinforcement there are 
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excessively large deformations of the specimen as seen in Figure 25.  The PSR material is 

a 25 μm thin, soft, compliant material with a modulus of 4.2 GPa.  The EMC material at 

the interface has a modulus of 24 GPa.  The EMC is made with a high-filler content, which 

also leads to a weak EMC fracture toughness.  The specimen dimensions are provided in 

Table 1. 

 

Figure 24.  SEM image of EMC/PSR specimen tested. 

 

 

Figure 25.  Large deflection in 4PB samples prior to testing thin multilayer structure. 
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Table 1.  Specimen configuration for EMC/PSR specimen tested in 4PB. 

Layer Thickness Modulus Poisson’s Ratio 

EMC 770 µm 24 GPa 0.28 

PSR 25 µm 4.2 GPa 0.38 

PCB 410 µm 27 GPa 0.22 

Support 1 mm 70 GPa 0.33 

 

The main challenge of testing this sample will be making sure that interfacial 

delamination occurs before crack kinking can happen.  Due to the global loading 

configuration of the 4PB test, the mode mixity will dictate that the preferred crack direction 

is downward into the bottom material.  Since the PSR layer is so compliant with the lowest 

fracture toughness, the specimen must be configured with the EMC as the bottom material 

of the interface as seen with the reinforcement layers in Figure 26. 
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(a) 

 (b) 

Figure 26.  Reinforcement system for EMC/PSR specimen shown a) schematically, and 

b) during testing. 

 

For the given specimen dimensions and material properties, a FEA model of the 

4PB specimen was generated using the circular crack tip mesh field.  The model was then 

run to determine the crack tip stress and displacement fields at the critical state.  Post 

processing routines were then run using the VCCT method to determine G0, Ψ, and Gkink 

as a function of kink angle, ω.  In Figure 27, the ratio of GKink(ω)/G0 is plotted vs. the  kink 

angle. From the figure it is clear that the maximum GKink/G0 occurs at a preferred kinking 
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direction of -30° for this configuration, which is downward into the EMC layer.  The 

maximum GKink/G0 is 1.20 for the given specimen configuration with a crack tip mode 

mixity of 45°.  
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Figure 27.  Example of evaluating preferred crack kinking direction when establishing 

the applicable testing domain for a EMC/PSR interface. 

Since the preferred kinking direction is into the EMC layer, the bulk fracture toughness 

must be assessed.  A single edge notched bend test was performed for eight EMC 

specimens to determine the bulk fracture toughness of the EMC was determined to be 

approximately 150 J/m2.  Using the energy release rate ratio and the bulk fracture toughness 

of the high-filler EMC, the applicable testing domain can be established.  Figure 28 depicts 

the applicable testing domain for the specified EMC/PSR specimen.  According to the 
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analysis the maximum adhesion strength that can be evaluated in this configuration is 

approximately 125 J/m2.  The large mode mixity of the 4PB case is simply unavoidable in 

the 4PB test configuration, which limits the maximum adhesion strength value that can be 

assessed prior to crack kinking into the EMC layer.   

Samples were fabricated and tested in this configuration.  The load vs. displacement 

curve is shown in Figure 29.  The results were not as expected.  Towards the end of the 

load vs. displacement curve instead of reaching a load plateau there was an increase in the 

compliance shortly before the crack kinked into the interface.  Analyzing the sample after 

testing revealed about 0.5 mm of delamination before the crack kinked into the EMC as 

shown in Figure 30. 
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Figure 28.  Establishing applicable testing domain over several test configurations.  
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Figure 29.  Load vs. displacement curve for reinforced EMC/PSR interface sample. 

 

 

Figure 30.  Initial and final states of EMC/PSR sample testing 
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Using the critical load from the load vs. displacement curve where delamination 

began, the energy release rate was calculated to be roughly 120 J/m2.  When plotting this 

in the applicable testing domain, shown in Figure 28, it is obvious that the 4PB test failed 

because the condition was at the very extent of the applicable testing domain.  In order to 

have clear test results for this interface a different test configuration must be considered 

that allows for testing at a lower mode mixity.  

3.5. Conclusion 

An approach for establishing an applicable testing domain for evaluating the 

adhesion strength of an interface in the 4PB configuration was presented.  Numerical 

methods were employed to establish the propensity for a crack to kink out of the interface 

depending on a number of critical factors.   The approach to establish an applicable testing 

domain was then carried out for a high strength EMC/PSR interface, and was shown 

theoretically that testing would be at the edge of the applicable testing domain due to the 

large adhesion strength of the interface, the low fracture toughness of the EMC and the 

large mode mixity of the system configuration.  4PB testing was then carried out for this 

specimen to demonstrate these findings.  By carrying out this approach to establish an 

applicable testing domain prior to specimen fabrication, the experimenter can be guided to 

select an appropriate test method that will allow for successful adhesion strength testing of 

their interface-of-interest.  
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Chapter 4: Single Cantilever Adhesion Test for Interfaces in 

Thin Multilayer Semiconductor Packages1 

Abstract 

We propose and implement a novel adhesion test configuration called “single cantilever 

adhesion test (SCAT)” that can be employed to determine the adhesion strength at 

interfaces in thin multilayer semiconductor packages.  The proposed SCAT method is 

optimal for quick and quantitative testing of strong interfaces inside thin multilayer 

structures as sample preparation and testing are considerably simpler than double cantilever 

beam tests while still maintaining a lower mode mixity at the crack tip than four point 

bending tests.  Following detailed sample preparation and experimental testing to 

determine the critical load required for delamination, a numerical model of the sample is 

created and run at the critical condition to assess the stress and strain fields around the 

crack tip at the point of delamination, thus allowing for the J-integral method to be 

employed to determine the critical energy release rate, GCrit.  The proposed approach is 

carried out for thin multilayer structures with two different interfaces.  The results show 

excellent repeatability, which allows for the test method to be used effectively to select the 

most ideal material set for given applications. 

                                                 

1  This chapter was submitted to the Journal of Microelectronics Reliability under the title of “Single 

Cantilever Adhesion Test for Interfaces in Thin Multilayer Semiconductor Packages” by K. Mahan, B.Y. 

Kim, B. Wu, B. Han, I. Kim, H. Moon, and Y. Hwang 
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4.1. Introduction 

With the advancement of thin-profile designs, in-situ adhesion strength testing of 

products directly off of manufacturing lines is a critical challenge.  If potential 

delamination failures due to inadequate adhesion strength can be detected early in the 

design cycle, unreliable designs can be ruled out leading to quicker product turn around.  

This is especially important in the fast-pace environment of the electronic packaging 

industry where quick and effective adhesion strength testing methods are required.   

One such interface that must address these challenges is the high adhesion strength 

interface found between epoxy molding compound (EMC) and photo solder resist (PSR).  

The interface is shown in Figure 31, where the PSR is sandwiched between the EMC and 

the printed circuit board (PCB) substrate.  The EMC/PSR interface can delaminate during 

manufacturing processes and/or operating conditions.  Thus, it is critical to assess the 

adhesion strength of any newly proposed material combinations to assure the adhesion 

strength of selected material sets is strong enough for the intended product application. 
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Figure 31.  Close up SEM image of thin multilayer stacks consisting of EMC, PSR, and 

PCB. 

The adhesion strength is often characterized using the energy release rate of the 

interface [1].  The energy release rate, G, is a measure of the energy available for an 

increment of crack extension.  When a specimen with an interfacial crack is loaded, energy 

is stored inside until a critical loading state is reached.  At this point, the crack propagates, 

and energy is released from the system while creating a new surface area along the interface.  

For this case, G can be evaluated directly from a typical load vs. displacement graph.   

The second critical property to consider is the mode mixity at the crack tip.  The 

mode mixity can be defined as the ratio of in plane shear (mode II) to opening (mode I) 

loading at the crack tip [1-5]: 

 1tan II

I

G

G

    (17) 
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where GI and GII represent the mode I and II energy release rate contribution at the interface, 

respectively.  The energy release rate is known to increase with respect to the mode mixity 

due to the increased presence of in-plane shear loading; when comparing different material 

sets, it is important to compare them at similar mode mixity values [1-5]. 

Energy release rate testing methods, such as the double cantilever beam (DCB) 

method [4, 6-12] and the four point bending (4PB) method [3, 4, 13-28], have been 

practiced widely, but when faced with the increasingly strong interfaces and thinner layers 

of interest, complications in testing arise.  For instance, the DCB testing offers near mode 

I energy release rates by applying opening mode loading to the end of a beam specimen.  

However, DCB testing requires complex sample preparation to maintain near mode I 

loading [10, 11] when dealing with thin multilayer structures.   

The 4PB test method offers the advantage of crack length independent energy 

release rates due to the constant moment region inside the loading pins.  Due to the global 

loading condition, however, the mode mixity at the crack tip is much larger in this 

configuration [3].  When faced with large crack tip mode mixity and a high adhesion 

strength interface, it can be difficult to obtain delamination along the interface before the 

crack kinks into an adjacent material.  This issue is apparent for the EMC/PSR interface 

due to the increasingly large high-filler content of EMCs that are being used in newer 

products.  High-filler content leads to a reduced EMC fracture toughness, which makes a 

precrack at the PSR/EMC interface more susceptible to kinking out of the interface.  A new 

adhesion testing approach is required to address the particular challenges of this EMC/PSR 

interface.   
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This paper proposes and implements a novel adhesion test configuration called 

“single cantilever adhesion test” (SCAT) that can be employed to determine the adhesion 

strength at strong interfaces in thin multilayer stacks.  Following detailed sample 

preparation and experimental testing to determine the critical load required for 

delamination, a numerical procedure to determine the critical energy release rate and the 

mode mixity of the interface is described.  The results obtained from the proposed approach 

are presented to discuss the effectiveness of the proposed SCAT method.  

4.2. Background 

Several fundamental concepts are employed to develop this adhesion test method.  

They are presented here first as background for the method.   

4.2.1. J-integral Approach 

A J-integral method is employed to evaluate the critical energy release rate.  The 

energy release rate, G, was proposed by Irwin as a measure of the energy available for 

crack extension when materials remain linear elastic [29].  Rice later went on to expand 

upon Irwin’s approach by idealizing elastic-plastic deformation as nonlinear elastic.  This 

allowed for the extension of fracture mechanics beyond the linear elastic deformation by 

use of the J integral [30].  The J integral considers an arbitrary path going counter-

clockwise around a crack tip:   

 
i

i i
c
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G J wn T ds
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  (18) 

where w is strain energy density:  
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ni is the normal vector to c, and Ti is the traction vector: 

 i ij jT n  (20) 

c is an arbitrary contour around the tip of the crack; σ , ε, and u are the stress, strain, and 

displacement field, respectively [30].  The J-integral remains equivalent to the energy 

release rate as long as the sample is under small scale yielding.  This can be readily shown 

in other source material [1, 30, 31].  Another key criterion is that the J-integral is path 

independent.  This derivation can also be found in source material [1, 32] and holds true 

for a crack in a multilayer structure as long as the structure is under small scale yielding 

and the crack is parallel to the layered structures [32]. 

Once the critical condition of the specimen is modeled using a commercial FEA 

package, the critical stress and displacement fields can be assessed on the contour around 

the crack tip.  A contour path is then selected around the crack tip to evaluate the J-integral.  

Several contours should be analyzed to assure that the selected contour is indeed path-

independent.  A post-processing routine can be run to determine the stress and 

displacements along the contour to evaluate the J-integral.   

4.2.2. Virtual Crack Closure Technique 

To verify the integrity of the J-integral, a virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) 

is run that can evaluate the energy release rate and mode mixity in a single step.  According 

to Irwin, the work required to close a crack by an infinitesimal crack length, Δa, is equal 

to the work required to close the crack to its original length [29].  For homogeneous, 
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isotropic materials, this interpretation allows for the mode I and mode II components of 

the energy release rate to be expressed as [2, 5]: 
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 I IIG G G   (23) 

where Δ is an infinitesimal crack extension, σyy and σxy are the normal and shear tractions 

at a distance r ahead of the crack tip, and δx and δy are the displacement jumps at a distance 

r behind the crack tip along the x (sliding mode) and y (opening mode) directions. 

This theoretical interpretation can be extended to a numerical finite element model.  

Considering the crack tip mesh in Figure 32, the energy release rate can be expressed in 

terms of the nodal forces and displacements as [5]: 
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where fx,i, ,x ju  and ,y ku  represent the nodal force, shear displacement and opening 

displacement, respectively.  Equations (17) and (23) can then be used to verify the energy 

release rate and determine the mode mixity at the crack tip directly from the FEA results.  
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Figure 32.  Schematic diagram of crack tip mesh for VCCT method. 

4.2.3. Crack Tip Mode Mixity 

The larger the mode mixity, the more susceptible the interfacial crack will be to 

kinking out of the interface [33-35].  Additionally, crack kinking is of greater risk when 

dealing with high adhesion strength interfaces and adherends with low fracture toughness.  

Care should be taken to design the SCAT specimen in the lowest possible mode mixity 

possible to be able to test a wide range of interfaces.   

It is well known that the mode mixity of a crack in the interface of two materials is 

influenced by the mismatch of the elastic material properties, namely the elastic modulus, 

E, and Poisson’s ratio, ν [36].  Consequently, for an interfacial cracked specimen, even 

when the sample is loaded in a global mode I loading condition, such as DCB, there is still 

a non-zero mode mixity at the crack tip.   

Suo and Hutchinson have investigated the effect of this material mismatch for several 

conditions [15, 16, 37-39].  Of interest is that even when pure mode I loading is globally 

applied, the specimen will still have a mixed mode loading condition at the crack tip due 
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to the material mismatch.  This inherent mode mixity plays a role regardless of the global 

loading condition. 

4.3. Single Cantilever Adhesion Test (SCAT) Method 

4.3.1. Physical Description 

The SCAT configuration comprises of a thin multilayer specimen with a precrack 

at the interface-of-interest that is secured to a supporting block.  The material above the 

interface-of-interest extends further so that a cantilever arm is offset past the fixed area to 

allow for direct loading.  A schematic of a typical SCAT specimen and test configuration 

can be seen in Figure 33a.   

The specimen is secured to a mechanical test stand and pin loading is applied to the 

offset cantilever arm.  A typical load vs. displacement curve that can be expected from the 

SCAT is shown in Figure 33b.  As the displacement increases monotonically, the load 

increases until a critical load, PCrit, is reached and delamination begins at the end of the 

predefined area.  From a load vs. displacement graph the critical load will be the maximum 

load on the graph.  Once delamination begins, stored energy must be released from the 

body to create the new surface area.  In the experimental results this is seen as a load drop 

corresponding with the beginning of delamination.  Since the test is run in displacement 

control, the displacement will continue to increase, resulting in steady delamination along 

the interface of interest until the test is stopped.   
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Figure 33.  Schematic of (a) test configuration for SCAT specimen with a precrack and 

(b) load vs. displacement graph for a SCAT test. 
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4.3.2. Numerical Analysis 

A numerical analysis is employed to extract the energy release rate and mode mixity 

from the experimental results.  A 2D model of the specimen is first established with plane 

strain elements.  A meshing strategy can be used to minimize the total number of elements 

while still retaining a dense mesh at the crack tip.  Maintaining a concentrated mesh near 

the crack tip is essential for thin structures as it allows for more accurate stress and strain 

fields to be assessed.  A sensitivity analysis should be run to assure that the element size 

near the crack tip is small enough to be mesh independent.  The model can then be run to 

evaluate the critical state by applying the critical load from the experiment.  From the 

results a post-processing routine can be run to evaluate the critical energy release rate, GCrit, 

and the mode mixity, Ψ, of the interface.   

4.3.3. Mode Mixity in SCAT Method 

When establishing the specimen dimensions for the test, it is important to consider 

the mode mixity at the crack tip when testing.  For the SCAT, the most critical parameters 

that influence the mode mixity at the crack tip are the modulus and thickness of the top 

material and the moment arm of the applied loading.  When designing a specimen, the 

material properties of the top layer are typically fixed due to the interface-of-interest being 

testing.  The specimen designer can still optimize the height of the top layer to minimize 

the mode mixity at the crack tip.  By increasing the height of the top layer the flexural 

rigidity of the loaded beam is greatly increased, thus resulting in a greater mode I opening 

loading condition when pin loading is applied to the offset cantilever beam.  Using FEA 

modeling this can be clearly shown for a given material pair.   
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Consider a three-layer specimen with a predefined area precrack placed between 

the top and middle layers creating a moment arm, larm, of 5 mm.  The bottom layer has a 

thickness of h3 = 300µm and an effective modulus of E3 = 27.5 GPa.  The middle layer is 

a thin film layer of thickness, h2 = 25 µm and the modulus of the top layer is E1 = 24 GPa.  

These parameters were set as a baseline for later consideration of a specific case on interest.  

Using the plane strain numerical model, the mode mixity at the crack tip vs. the increasing 

top layer thickness for several material combinations width different elastic moduli 

mismatches was calculated and plotted in Figure 34.  It is clear from the figure that in each 

case increasing the height of the top layer will allow for a smaller crack tip mode mixity to 

be evaluated.  
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Figure 34.  Mode mixity vs. upper layer thickness for several material combinations in 

SCAT test configuration.  
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The second factor to consider is the moment arm.  To evaluate the effect of moment 

arm length on the mode mixity, the mode mixity was plotted against multiple moment arm 

lengths in Figure 35.  For the plot the lowest mode mixity case from Figure 34 was selected 

with the moduli ratio E1/E2 = 10, and an upper layer thickness of h1 = 2 mm.  As the moment 

arm length increases, the mode mixity at the crack tip also increases.  The results suggest 

that the shortest moment arm length should be used during testing to minimize mode mixity.    
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Figure 35. Mode mixity vs. moment arm length for E1/E2 = 5 and h1 = 2 mm in SCAT test 

configuration. 
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4.4. Test preparation 

Two separate material sets consisting of an EMC/PSR interface on top of a thin 

PCB were selected to implement the SCAT procedure.  Each material set is consistent 

except for two potential PSR materials of interest (will be referred to as PSR1 and PSR2).  

4.4.1. Specimen Design 

While the PSR and PCB thicknesses were fixed due to manufacturing specifications, 

the thickness of the EMC was a variable to consider when designing the specimen.  The 

previous numerical analysis (Figure 34) clearly indicated that the largest possible EMC 

thickness should be selected to minimize the mode mixity.  Due to height restrictions of 

the mold, the maximum allowable EMC height was 950 µm.  Following this logic, the 

mode mixity of the specimen configuration was ~28.5°.  Material properties of the 

individual layers can be found in Table 2.   

 

Table 2.  Material properties for the EMC/PSR specimen. 

Material Thickness Modulus Poisson’s Ratio 

EMC 950 µm 24 GPa 0.28 

PSR 25 µm 4.2 GPa 0.38 

PCB 300 µm 27.5 GPa 0.22 

 

Another key consideration for creating samples is to make sure the specimen is 

under the plane strain condition.  Plane strain testing is required for assessing the critical 

energy release rate as an intrinsic material property since a specimen in plain strain has the 
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most concentrated tri-axial stress state [1].  After the cross-section of the specimen has 

been designed to obtain the desired mode mixity at the crack tip, a 3D numerical analysis 

was performed to assess the minimum specimen thickness required to maintain a plane 

strain state in the specimen.   

The energy release rate was assessed at the center of the model.  This process was 

repeated over several specimen widths.  Figure 36 shows the results normalized by the 

energy release rate obtained from the 2-D plane model (G3D/GPlane-strain) and plotted as a 

function of the specimen width.  As expected, the specimen approaches a plane strain 

condition as the sample width increases.  For this specific sample configuration, the sample 

is within 1% of a plane strain configuration with a width of 16 mm.  Since any further 

increase in width only fractionally increases the plane strain condition and considering the 

difficulty in testing very wide specimens, a 16 mm sample width was selected for all 

samples.   
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Figure 36.  Plot of 3D energy release rate normalized by plane strain energy release rate 

vs. specimen width for a EMC/PSR SCAT sample. 

 

4.4.2. Specimen Preparation 

Samples were prepared in individual boards designed to fit with a typical molding 

process.  Figure 37a depicts a schematic of the board layout used for creating a sample 

batch.  After the PCB board was created with a top PSR layer, dicing marks were etched 

on the bottom of the board. The individual specimens were created by laser cutting through 

the etched intersections. On the top of the board, the predefined area is created on the PSR 

surface.   
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 37.  Sample preparation steps: a) schematic of board layout with dicing markers 

and planned predefined area, b) masked area on top of PSR/PCB layers for 

predefined area, and c) finished silicon oil/aluminum sputtered predefined area 

on PSR surface. 

 

The most important function of this specimen fabrication is the creation of a low-

adhesion predefined area at the interface-of-interest.  The predefined area provides a thin, 

natural crack front that is essential to accurate testing using the SCAT method.  To create 

the predefined area (PDA), the following approach was implemented. 

A temporary mask was placed on the PSR surface to establish the length of the 

predefined area for two specimens on the row (Figure 37a).  A thin layer of silicon oil was 
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applied in between the masked area and allowed to dry.  An aluminum layer was then 

deposited by sputtering aluminum over this area.  The masked area was then removed, 

revealing the finished predefined area as seen in Figure 37c.   

The silicon oil greatly reduced the adhesion in this area, which resulted in very 

small loading requirements to delaminate this area.  The aluminum sputtering layer acted 

as a barrier layer between the silicon rubber and the top adherent.  This barrier layer was 

critical since the specimen went through the high pressure and temperature EMC molding 

process.  Without the aluminum sputtered layer, the predefined area could be modified 

undesirably (non-ideal plane crack).   

The board was then put through the molding process to create the upper EMC layer.  

A cross-sectional view of the PCB/PSR/EMC specimen is shown schematically in Figure 

38 along with a close-up SEM image of the silicon oil/aluminum layers of the predefined 

area.  It is clear through the SEM image that a thin, continuous silicon oil layer remains 

intact after the molding process on top of the PSR layer due to the sputtered aluminum 

layer.  Specimen were then laser cut using the dicing marks shown in Figure 37a to 

establish individual specimens of the desired length and width.   

Figure 39a highlights two specimens from a given row on the sample board.  Cut 

A in Figure 39a was made via the laser to arrive at the individual specimen.  Prior to testing, 

the PCB side of the specimen was bonded to a rigid aluminum support block using a thin 

layer of a structural epoxy.  In this configuration, the end of the specimen is aligned with 

the supporting block with part of the predefined area offset over the edge of the fixed 

support (Figure 39b).  During this process, the sides of the specimen were temporarily 

covered with tape to prevent epoxy from potentially bonding to the interface-of-interest.  
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Any excess epoxy at the interface-of-interest could potentially lead to artificially large 

adhesion strength results.  After the epoxy cured over a twelve hour period, the tape was 

removed.  Finally the offset area under the interface-of-interest was removed to allow for 

direct pin loading to the EMC (Cut B in Figure 39a). 

 

 

Figure 38.  Cross-sectional schematic view of predefined area creation for EMC/PSR 

SCAT specimens along with an inset of a zoomed in SEM image of silicon oil 

and aluminum sputtered layers of predefined area.  
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(a)

(b) 

Figure 39.  Schematics of typical (a) two SCAT specimen with predefined area prior to 

dicing, and (b) test configuration for a SCAT test. 

 

4.5. Experiment and Results 

4.5.1. Testing  

For testing, the specimen was secured on a mechanical test stand with a specially 

designed test fixture (Figure 40a).  The test fixture should allow for direct loading of the 
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EMC with a greased pin while maintaining alignment throughout testing.  A fixture that 

allowed for self-alignment in the out-of-plane direction was ideal to prevent twisting during 

testing which would result in erroneous test results.  A camera was also setup to capture 

the initial pin position on the offset arm and to take video of the following delamination.  

 (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 40. SCAT a) test setup with EMC/PSR specimen, test stand, loading fixture, and 

camera used to monitor delamination; and b) in-situ camera image of 

delamination occurring at EMC/PSR interface during testing. 

 

Once the specimen was set up, a displacement rate of 100 µm/sec was applied to 

the pin monotonically until delamination occurred at the interface at a critical load, Pcrit.  
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As seen in Figure 40b, the camera captured this initial crack propagation and the following 

steady state delamination along the interface as the load decreased with increasing pin 

displacement.   

Following the test, the moment arm, larm, from the experiment was determined for 

each specimen to use in the numerical model.  There was a slight variation in the moment 

arm from specimen to specimen resulting from alignment of the loading pin and from the 

dicing of individual specimens.  The initial position of the moment arm was determined 

from a still image from the camera prior to testing, shown schematically in Figure 41a.  

The offset distance from the center of the pin to the edge of the specimen was then recorded.  

Next by evaluating the delaminated side of the specimen the extent of the predefined area 

was determined.   
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 (a) 

 (b) 

 (c) 

Figure 41.  Determining the moment arm in a SCAT test a) cross-sectional schematic 

used to determine the offset distance, b) schematic of delaminated EMC side of 

specimen, and c) inset from b) highlighting a delaminated specimen used to 

verify the extent of the predefined area. 
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This method is shown schematically in Figure 41b.  The distance from the edge of 

the specimen to the end of the predefined area is recorded and from these two 

measurements the moment arm of the specimen can be specified.  Figure 41c shows how 

the predefined area is determined from the delaminated EMC surface.  Using the critical 

load and moment arm, the numerical model is used to evaluate Gcrit and Ψ.  

4.5.2. Evaluation of Adhesion Strength  

Specimens from both EMC/PSR1 and EMC/PSR2 sample sets were tested until a 

critical load was reached, resulting in a significant load drop and delamination along the 

interface.  Each specimen was reloaded several times, resulting in several distinct load 

drops corresponding to increased delaminated area.  Figure 42 shows a load vs. normalized 

displacement curve for each material set where the relationship is based off of simple 

cantilever beam displacement: 
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where EEMC represents the modulus of the EMC layer.  Since the loading is 

dominated by the EMC layer, this figure can be used to verify the modulus of the EMC 

and quickly identify any potential testing outliers due to bad sample preparation or testing 

alignment.   
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Figure 42.  Comparison of load vs. normalized displacement curves for both EMC/PSR 

material.   

 

As seen in Figure 43, by examining the EMC surface of a tested specimen, clear 

delamination can be seen at the onset of crack propagation corresponding to each peak load 

during testing.  Of note is how the delamination patterns varied between material sets with 

the EMC/PSR2 set showing much larger load drops following delamination.  The PSR1 

specimens showed very small incremental delamination corresponding to each load drop.  

After testing the EMC layer was yanked off to create the distinct change in pattern after 

the test.  Since the only difference between sample sets is the PSR material used, this 

behavior can be attributed to differences in the PSR materials.  
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(a) 

  (b) 

Figure 43. Delaminated surfaces from SCAT tested specimens with crack propagation 

corresponding to load drops during testing for the a) EMC/PSR1 and b) 

EMC/PSR2 material sets.  

 

Testing for the EMC/PSR1 material set was repeated over six specimens.  The 

average critical load and moment arm from the testing was 50.5 N and 7.5 mm, respectively.  

Each sample was then evaluated using the 2D plane strain numerical model to determine 

the energy release rate and mode mixity.  The average Gcrit was 147 J/m2 and the average 

Ψ = 29.2°.  The variation in the sample was only +/- 3% showing very good repeatability 

for an adhesion strength test.   

Six specimens were tested from the EMC/PSR2 material set with an average critical 

load and moment arm of 48.2 N and 6.9 mm, respectively.  The average Gcrit was 115 J/m2 

and the average mode mixity was 29.0°.  The variation in the PSR2 set was noticeably 

5 mm 

1 2 3 
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larger at <12% variation.  This can be attributed to the difference in crack growth on the 

delaminated surfaces.  The delamination in the PSR2 set was larger and less stable than the 

PSR1 set.  Additionally for comparison purposes between the two sets, the PSR1 set has a 

definitively stronger energy release rate than the PSR2 set.  A comparison of the energy 

release rate of each set can be seen in Figure 44 and a breakdown of the mode I and mode 

II components of the energy release rate are recorded in Table 3 and Table 4 for each 

material set.   
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Figure 44.  Comparison of adhesion strength results for both EMC/PSR material sets. 
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Table 3.  Energy release rate results for EMC/PSR1 material set.  

 

Set 1 
G 

(J/m2) 

GI 

(J/m2) 

GII 

(J/m2) 

Mode 

Mixity (°) 

1 143 109 34 29.2 

2 146 111 35 29.2 

3 152 115 36 29.3 

4 146 111 35 29.2 

5 152 116 36 29.2 

6 144 110 34 29.2 

 

Table 4.  Energy release rate results for EMC/PSR2 material set.  

Set 2 
G 

(J/m2) 

GI 

(J/m2) 

GII 

(J/m2) 

Mode 

Mixity (°) 

1 105 81 25 29 

2 130 99 31 29.1 

3 113 86 27 29 

4 114 87 27 28.9 

5 102 81 20 26.7 

6 127 98 30 28.9 

 

4.6. Discussions 

4.6.1. Validity of LEFM  

In order to employ numerical approaches to assess the interfacial energy release 

rate, namely the J-integral and VCCT methods, it is critical to assure that the linear elastic 

fracture mechanics assumption is not violated.  For LEFM to be maintained any plasticity 
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near the crack tip must be limited to a very small area around the crack tip [1].  To verify 

that this is the case during SCAT testing a moiré interferometry approach was employed. 

Moiré interferometry allows for the in-plane displacement fields to be assessed 

during testing by first placing a moiré grating with a distinct pattern on the sample prior to 

testing [40].  Tuning this system prior to testing allows for the establishment of a null field 

of zero strain on the sample.  After applying load to the sample the interferometer can be 

used to assess the in-plane displacement field that occurs after calibrating a null field.   

To assess if the plasticity that occurs is confined to a near crack tip region, the 

SCAT specimen with the grating was tested until delamination occurred at the interface-

of-interest and then unloaded.  The specimen was then returned to the moiré interferometer 

and the ux and uy displacement fields were assessed.  Figure 45 shows the residual 

deformation after delamination seen in the sample for both the ux and uy displacement fields.  

The fringe lines in the delaminated portion of the EMC cantilever beam mean that there is 

some rigid body rotation of the cantilever beam.  This is an indication of some plastic 

deformation at the crack tip that is preventing the beam from returning to its original 

position.   
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 45.  Moiré fringe patterns on EMC/PSR specimen after delamination along 

interface for a) ux displacement field and b) uy displacement field. 

 

Examining the moiré field near the crack tip in Figure 46 it is apparent that there is 

a small plastic wake that does occur in the area where the interface has already delaminated.  

The development of this plastic wake prevents the cantilever arm from returning to its 

initial position.  This is why rigid body rotation of the cantilever arm is seen in Figure 45.   
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 (a)

 (b) 

Figure 46.  Near crack tip moiré images before and after applying load for a EMC/PSR 

SCAT specimen for a) ux displacement field and b) uy displacement field. 

 

However, for assessing the energy release rate, the concern is that the extent of the 

plastic deformation near the crack tip is small enough so as to use linear elastic fracture 

mechanics concepts.  The J-integral method is calculated using a contour away from the 

crack tip.  As long as the selected contour is not within the near crack tip plasticity region 

then the J-integral can be used to represent the energy release rate of the interface.  In 
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Figure 46, carrier rotations were applied to the image to provide a better contrast near the 

interface.  Deviations from the constant contour lines near the crack tip are an indication 

of plastic deformation.  Using this micro moiré setup to examine the fringe patterns, very 

little plasticity near the crack tip is seen.  Calculating the potential extent of the near field 

plasticity using the camera and digital software, the plastic region was found to be confined 

to 10 µm around the crack tip.  Since the J-integral is evaluated at a contour that is roughly 

50 µm away from the crack tip, it is safe to assume that LEFM is still valid and the 

numerical methods can be used to calculate G and Ψ for the SCAT method.    

4.6.2. Uncertainty Analysis: Effect of Moment Arm on G in SCAT 

The length of the moment arm is an important parameter in SCAT for determining 

the energy release rate and minimizing the mode mixity.  When a shorter moment arm 

length is used in the specimen design, the natural of the global loading condition is altered 

to create a lower mode mixity condition at the crack tip.  However, a shorter moment arm 

means that any uncertainty in the moment arm measurement will be amplified leading to 

increased uncertainty in the energy release rate measurement.  Both factors should be 

considered when designing the moment arm of a specimen.  

While the well-defined natural of the predefined area aides in reducing 

measurement uncertainty, some uncertainty will inevitably exist.  This uncertainty stems 

from minimal pixel spacing in our imaging system and making two measurements for both 

the predefined area length and the offset length to the pin loading position.  Depending on 

the engineer this uncertainty could vary from 50 µm to 500 µm.  To analysis this effect an 

FEA model was run and the amount of uncertainty in G introduced from the moment arm 
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measurement was considered as a function of moment arm length.  In this model the 

dimensions of the EMC/PSR specimen were used and a critical load was set for a typical 

energy release rate value of G =150 J/m2 for the true moment arm length case.   The model 

was then run at multiple moment arm lengths with several different uncertainty deviations.   

Figure 47 shows the plot of the uncertainty in G vs. moment arm length for different 

uncertainty levels.  It is clear from the graph that increasing the moment arm length will 

reduce the uncertainty in the G calculation.  This finding is intuitive since the percent 

deviation in the total moment arm is less for a larger moment arm length.  For the typical 

case reported in this dissertation, a moment arm of 7.5 mm was used with an uncertainty 

in the moment arm measurement of 100 µm, resulting in a G uncertainty of +/- 2.5%. 
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Figure 47.  Uncertainty in G as a function of moment arm for several levels of moment 

arm length uncertainty in the EMC/PSR SCAT configuration.  
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The effect of the moment arm uncertainty can be further shown in Figure 48 where 

the percent uncertainty in the energy release rate is plotted against the moment arm length 

normalized by the deviation in the moment arm length.  Independent of the initial moment 

arm length, the percent uncertainty in G follows the same relationship where the 

uncertainty becomes significantly larger as the deviation in the moment arm measurement 

becomes a greater percentage of the actual moment arm length.  
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Figure 48. Uncertainty in G vs. normalized moment arm length per moment arm 

deviation.  

When comparing PSR1 and PSR2 values, it is of interest to note that the typical 

moment arm value used in the PSR2 case was 0.6 mm shorter on average.  Using Figure 

47 it is clear that the expected uncertainty in G is larger for the PSR2 case.  The 
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consequence of this larger deviation partly contributes to the larger energy release rate 

variation in the PSR2 material set.  

4.7. Conclusion 

The SCAT method was proposed and implemented for two separate material sets 

to assess which PSR provides the greater adhesion strength to a given EMC.  The method 

allows for quick and quantitative adhesion strength evaluation of the EMC/PSR interface 

while maintaining a high level of repeatability.  Detailed sample preparation, experimental 

testing, and numerical processing steps were shown.  For baseline as-is testing excellent 

repeatability was obtained with less than 3% variation in energy release rate results due to 

the well-defined precrack and testing method.  Furthermore the small testing scatter 

allowed for the test method to clearly distinguished that one material set had larger 

adhesion strength than the other.  

This simple configuration allows for quick and quantitative testing of the interface 

with great repeatability.  Additionally as compared to 4PB configuration, relatively small 

mode mixity configurations can be achieved, allowing for testing of interfaces with strong 

adhesion strength and/or weak fracture toughness of their adherends while still maintaining 

enhanced repeatability. 
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Part II Adhesion Strength Testing of Flexible Membranes 

on Rigid Substrates 
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Chapter 5: Background and Literature Review of Adhesion 

Strength Testing Methods of Flexible Membranes 

on Rigid Substrates 

 

5.1. Background 

For the flexible membrane on rigid substrate interface there are several adhesion 

strength tests available.  There are several variations of the peel test [1], blister test [64-

95], and constrained blister test [96-98] which are specifically developed for thin films.  By 

examining the advantages and disadvantages of each conventional technique, it is possible 

to find areas to extend existing test methods that will allow for more accurate, quantitative 

evaluation of a wider range of polymer film/rigid substrate interfaces with increasingly 

high adhesion strength.  

5.2. Literature review of adhesion testing in flexible membranes on 

rigid substrates systems 

5.2.1. Peel test 

A commonly used adhesion test for flexible adhesives is the peel test [1].  The 

experimental procedure to conduct this test is very simple and straightforward.  A flexible 

membrane on a rigid membrane is placed on an electro-mechanical test stand.  The 

membrane layer is connected to the crosshead of the test stand.  The crosshead 

displacement increases monotonically until the membrane is peeled off of the substrate.  
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By determining the average pull force (F) along the debond length, the adhesion strength 

can be quantified.  A schematic of the 180° peel test can be seen in Figure 49.  This is just 

one configuration of the peel test.  Engineers in industry prefer the simplicity of this test 

method.  It allows for a quick comparison of different interfaces.  Although testing 

adhesives in this matter is simple to do, the analysis is quite difficult due to the complex 

stress states that arise when the adhesive undergoes this configuration.   A full description 

of the nonlinear material properties of the film is required.  In addition, the test is very 

sensitive to parameters such as peel angle, width, and thickness of the adhesive.  Finally, 

the peel test does not provide any insight on the adhesive’s mechanical properties.  Rather, 

it only indicates its resistance to peeling forces [99, 100].  Nevertheless, due to its 

straightforward testing it receives wide use for qualitative evaluation of different material 

sets.  

 

 

Figure 49.  Schematic of the 180° peel test.  

 

5.2.2. Blister test  

The blister test was developed as an adhesion testing methods ideal for thin flexible 

membranes on rigid substrates [64-95].  Thin-film layers are very common in electronic 

packaging applications ranging in application from die attach films to conformal coating 
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layers for tin whisker mitigation.  A known thickness of a polymer in question is adhered 

to the top side of a rigid substrate above a small pressure hole (Figure 50).  An increasing 

pressure load is applied to the underside of the polymer via the pressure hole, thus 

eventually creating a circular debond (blister) which grows in size.  The height of the blister 

is recorded, providing a pressure and height relationship.  Analysis of this relationship in 

conjunction with the debond radius can allow one to gain insight into the energy release 

rate of a material.  The disadvantages to this approach include difficulty in dynamically 

measuring the debond radius and inaccuracies when the blister height exceeds a value 

known as the spherical limit.  In addition, this approach assumes a constant Young’s 

modulus for all loading conditions which may not be accurate when considering the rate-

dependent modulus of many polymers.   

 

 

Figure 50.  Schematic of a traditional blister test. 

 

5.2.3. Constrained blister test (CBT) 

The constrained blister test (CBT) differs from the traditional blister test by 

restricting the deflection of the blister with a rigid plate [96-98].  The test is performed 

similar to the blister test where pressure is applied through the pressure port in the bottom 
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of the film.  As the pressure is increased monotonically, the blister begins to inflate and 

makes contact with the rigid plate.  As the blister begins to delaminate, contact increases 

with the top plate.  A schematic of the test can be seen in Figure 51.  From the critical 

pressure and the fixed height between the plate and film layer, hc, the energy release rate 

can be determined from testing [97]: 

 c cG Ph q   (27) 

A correction factor, q, is then used to account for the amount of contact the blister has with 

the top surface at delamination: 

 
1

1
2 3 2

d d d
q

a a a

   
      

   
  (28) 

The correction factor makes assumptions about the volume of the blister and that the film 

forms a straight line connection between the rigid plate and the end of the debond area.  

Additionally, because the plate is rigid, the method assumes no energy is stored in the rigid 

plate when determining the energy release rate.    

One advantage of this test method is that time-dependent adhesion strength can be 

assessed for a constant pressure [97].  This type of testing is good for investigating sub-

critical debonding.  This is investigated by fixing the pressure and characterizing the rate 

of delamination with time.  However there are disadvantages to the test method on a couple 

of points.  Uncertainty is added to the solution due to the correction factors used to calculate 

the energy release rate.  Additionally, when testing very high adhesion strength interfaces 

the rigid constraint may not be applicable due to a bulging out effect of the film when 

pressurized.  As pressure increases in this situation, assumptions over the shape of the 

blister would no longer be valid.  
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Figure 51.  Schematic of a constrained blister test.  
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Chapter 6: Adhesion and Puncture Strength of Polyurethane 

Coating Used to Mitigate Tin Whisker Growth2 

 

Abstract 

Reliability of conformal coatings used to mitigate tin whisker growth depends on 

their ability to contain tin whiskers.  Two key material properties required to assess the 

reliability of a polyurethane coating are documented experimentally: adhesion strength and 

puncture strength.  A modified blister test using a predefined blister area is employed to 

assess the adhesion strength and a puncture test is employed to evaluate the puncture 

strength of the coating.  After measuring the properties at time zero, the coatings are 

subjected to accelerated testing conditions (high temperature/humidity storage and 

temperature cycling) and the degradations of the coating properties are documented. 

6.1. Introduction 

The ongoing movement to replace lead (Pb) from electronics has made pure tin 

plating a major choice for lead-free components.  The issue with the pure tin plating is the 

single crystal metal hair-like growth from the tin surface, called the tin whisker [101, 102].  

Tin whiskers can be straight or kinked with diameters on the order of 1 to 5 μm [102].  

                                                 

2 This chapter was published in the Journal of Electronic Packaging under the title of “Adhesion and 

Puncture Strength of Polyurethane Coating Used to Mitigate Tin Whisker Growth” by K. Mahan, Y. Sun, B. 

Han, S. Han, and M. Osterman 
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They are electrically conductive and can bridge adjacent interconnect, causing circuit 

shortage, or they can be dislodged and obstruct or interconnect with other components.  Tin 

whiskers are regarded as a major safety, reliability, and potential liability threat to high 

reliability electronics and associated hardware.  The extensive review [103] of the tin 

whisker bibliography and mitigation practice provides good knowledge of tin whisker. 

Several options are currently available to mitigate tin whisker growth [104].  One 

commonly implemented mitigation option is to apply a conformal coating over a tin coated 

area [105, 106].  A conformal coating is a polymeric layer that can contain the whisker and 

prevent it from bridging adjacent interconnects.  Even though conformal coatings cannot 

prevent tin whisker formation, it can reduce the rate of growth and contain the tin whisker 

with the electrically insulated coating [107].  The ability of different conformal coatings to 

suppress tin whisker formation and growth has been examined under long-term accelerated 

test conditions  [108, 109].  The study shows that whiskers can still penetrate the conformal 

coating at thin coated areas.  Two key material properties required to assess the ability of 

a polyurethane coating to contain tin whiskers are adhesion strength and puncture strength.  

The adhesion strength assesses the resistance to delamination between the coating and tin 

surface when a whisker begins to nucleate, while the puncture strength characterizes the 

coatings resistance to puncture of the whisker.  Together the adhesion strength and 

puncture strength can be used to characterize the reliability of the coating.   

In this paper, the adhesion strength and puncture strength of a conformal coating 

are determined experimentally.  A polyurethane coating is selected for testing since it has 

been proven to mitigate tin whisker growth effectively [105, 108, 109].  A modified blister 

test using a predefined blister area larger than the pressure application hole is employed to 
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assess the adhesion strength.  A puncture test is employed to evaluate the puncture strength 

of the coating.  The properties were determined after initial curing and then again after the 

samples are subjected to accelerated testing conditions (high temperature/ humidity storage 

and temperature cycling) to investigate the effect of the conditions on the degradation of 

the coating.  

6.2. Test Method 

The two test methods, namely a modified blister test and a puncture test, are 

described briefly with their governing equations that relate experimentally measured 

quantities to adhesion strength and puncture strength. 

6.2.1. Adhesion Strength Test: Modified Blister Test 

Analytical solutions for the blister test configuration have been discussed in many 

different ways [65, 110-113].  Let us consider a thin membrane adhered to a rigid substrate 

with a central hole for pressure application and a larger predefined area of low adhesion 

(Figure 52).  When pressure is applied, the thin membrane is assumed to take on a spherical 

blister form when the deflection of the blister is much smaller than the opening radius.  

From the geometrical considerations in Figure 52, the strain can be expressed as [114]: 
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where w  is the blister height and a  is the opening radius.  Considering the force 

equilibrium, the normal stress of the thin membrane can be expressed as [114]: 
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where P  is the applied pressure and t  is the thickness of the membrane.  As testing 

continues, the pressure is monotonically increased until a critical pressure, Pcrit, is reached 

and the thin membrane delaminates from the surface.  From the experimentally measured 

critical pressure, the adhesion strength is determined analytically.  

The polyurethane conformal coating tested in this study has high adhesion strength, 

and usually deforms plastically during blister growth.  If the conventional elastic blister 

model is used, the energy dissipated by plastic deformation will lead to an overestimation 

of the adhesion strength.  To cope with this behavior, the well-known work-hardening 

power law relationship is employed as the elastic-plastic constitutive equation.   

The power law relationship can be expressed as:  
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where 
0  is the yield stress, n  is the power-hardening exponent, and E  is 

Young’s modulus.  

Substituting Eqs. (29) and (30) into (31), the blister height as a function of the 

pressure and opening radius can be expressed as:  
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Using the notations shown in Figure 52, the blister volume can be expressed as: 
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where 2C  is a numerical constant to accommodate the volume difference of the 

spherical cap due to the clamped end condition of the blister; 2 0.518C   for a typical 

Poisson’s ratio of polymers has been reported in the literature [64, 110, 111].   

 

 

Figure 52.  Schematic illustration of a modified blister test specimen. 

The energy release rate, G , is a measure of the energy available for an increment 

of crack extension, and is an indication of the adhesion strength [1].  Following the 

procedures established in Refs. [64, 110, 111, 115], the energy release rate during 

delamination can be expressed by: 
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Using Eqs. (33) and (32), the energy release rate can be expressed in terms of the 

experimental parameters (pressure, opening radius, and material properties) as [115]: 
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6.2.2. Puncture Strength Test 

In general, the puncture strength of a coating depends on the force required for a 

tin whisker to puncture the coating, and the contact area between the two surfaces.  The 
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puncture strength of polymer films can be determined experimentally by measuring the 

force required for a probe to puncture the coating normalized by the probe perimeter [116]: 

 /p P PT F P  (36) 

where 
PT  is the puncture strength, 

PF  is the puncture force, and 
PP  is the probe 

perimeter.  When testing with a flat probe tip [116]: 

 / 2p PT F r  (37) 

where r  is the probe radius.  The above definition results in units of N/m.  When 

testing with flat probe tips, the puncture strength is linearly proportional to the probe 

diameter [116]. 

6.3. Experimental Procedure 

6.3.1. Modified Blister Test 

From Eq. (35), it is obvious that the opening radius is critical to accurate 

determination of the adhesion strength.  In conventional blister testing, the hole in the 

substrate used for pressure application is defined as the opening radius (rhole in Figure 52).  

After curing the conformal coating on the substrate, any excess adhesive between the walls 

of the pressure hole will directly affect the adhesive strength of the specimen.  To address 

this issue, an opening radius larger than the pressure application hole is created with a low 

adhesion release agent before the test (a in Figure 52).  A procedure developed to produce 

an accurate opening radius while accommodating the highly “acidic” environment of tin 

electroplating is presented below. 
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Figure 53 shows a simplified schematic view of the rigid copper substrate with a 4 

mm diameter pressure application hole which will act as a base for tin plating, and the rigid 

copper plug mold used to form the epoxy plugs.  Before the tin plating process can begin, 

the four pressure application holes in the rigid copper substrate must be temporarily filled 

with an epoxy material as seen in Figure 54.  The purpose of creating a temporary epoxy 

plug is twofold: (1) prevent tin from being plated on the inner perimeter of the pressure 

hole and (2) create a level surface for applying the release agent and conformal coating 

layers.  The plug mold defines the shape of the temporary epoxy plug, allowing for easy 

epoxy injection and removal of the plug after curing the conformal coating layer.   

 

 

Figure 53.  3D view of (a) copper substrate and (b) copper plug mold. 
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Figure 54.  Copper substrate with epoxy plugs. 

 

To facilitate easy separation of the plug, a release agent (20-8185-002 Release 

Agent: Buehler) is applied on the surfaces of the holes.  Next the substrate is placed with 

the side to be tin plated face down and the plug mold aligned on top of the substrate.  A 

two-part epoxy (EpoKwick Resin/Hardener: Buehler) is mixed in a 5:1 ratio and injected 

into the hole and allowed to cure at room temperature for 24 hours.  After curing, the 

surface is grinded and polished to remove excess epoxy and to prepare the surface for tin 

plating.   

A tin plating bath solution is employed with tin attached to the anode end of a power 

supply and the sample to be plated attached to the cathode side.  When voltage is applied, 

the metal is oxidized at the anode to form metal ions, and transferred through electrolyte 

to a negatively-charged cathode to be reduced on its surface.  After the process the copper 

substrate has a thin layer of tin on its surface as illustrated in Figure 55a.  Figure 55 depicts 

the cross-sectional view of the sample preparation process for one test hole in Figure 53. 
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 (a) 

 (b) 

 (c) 

 (d) 

Figure 55.  Schematic cross sectional view of sample preparation process: a) tin plated 

substrate and plug mold; b) temporary mask and release agent application; c) 

temporary shim for conformal coating curing; and d) final blister test 

specimen. 
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The release agent and coating application process is also depicted in Figure 55.  

After the plating process is completed, a circular mask is placed concentrically around the 

pressure application hole (Figure 55b).  Next a small layer of release agent is placed inside 

the mask and allowed to dry.  The addition of the release agent layer significantly reduces 

the adhesive strength around the pressure application hole.  Before testing, a small preload 

pressure is first applied to debond the release agent area at a very low pressure.  This creates 

a well-defined, accurate opening radius at the perimeter of the release agent area. 

Upon removal of the mask, a shim is placed around the top of the substrate, and a 

thin layer of the conformal coating is applied and allowed to cure at room temperature for 

24 hours (Figure 55c).  Finally the plug mold is removed to clear the pressure port for 

testing leaving the final blister test specimen (Figure 55d). 

6.3.1.1 Experimental Setup and Test Procedure 

A schematic diagram and actual test setup employed for the adhesion strength test 

are seen in Figure 56 and Figure 57, respectively.  A conformal coating thickness of 

50 μm  and a crack opening radius of 3.2 mma   are used for the test.  The blister test 

specimen is aligned over a pressure port.  A pressure regulator (ER3000: Tescom) applies 

pressure at 0.1 psi/sec and records the pressure to an accuracy of 0.1 psi.  A laser 

triangulation sensor (LTC-050-10-SA: MTI instrument) simultaneously records the blister 

height within 2 µm.  As the pressure increases monotonically, the blister continues to grow 

until a critical pressure is reached and the film delaminates from the tin-plated surface.  The 

critical height and pressure can be determined from the pressure vs. blister height results. 
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Figure 56.  Schematic diagram of the blister test setup. 

 

 

Figure 57.  Blister test setup. 
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6.3.2. Puncture Test 

For puncture testing, a thin film conformal coating specimen is required.  A non-

stick, Teflon substrate was placed on a level surface, and a shim of a desired film height 

placed on top.  Next a spray conformal coating was transferred to a test tube, and then 

poured slowly onto the Teflon substrate.  Any excess coating above the shim was removed 

to create a level film thickness.  Extra care was also given to removing any excess bubbles 

that formed on top of the coating.  The coating was then allowed to cure, diced into test 

specimens, and removed from the Teflon substrate.   

6.3.2.1 Experimental Setup and Test Procedure 

A schematic diagram and actual test setup employed for the puncture test setup is 

depicted in Figure 58 and Figure 59, respectively.  The test probe is fitted to a 10 N load 

cell on the cross head of an Instron test stand.  The load cell is accurate to +/-0.05 N.  A 

conformal coating of 50 μm thickness is clamped between two aluminum plates with 

central test holes.  The radius of this hole does not affect the puncture strength.  An x-y 

stage aligns the probe in the center of the test hole before testing.   

 

Figure 58.  Schematic diagram of the puncture test setup. 
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Figure 59.  Puncture test setup. 

 

After alignment, the probe is extended at a rate of 0.5 mm/min into the coating.  

The probe extends into the coating until a critical puncture force is reached and the probe 

punctures the coating.  The load and displacement data are measured simultaneously.  

Test probes with three different radii are used for testing: 50 μm, 65 μm and 80 μm.  

Probes with flat tips are employed to ensure repeatability of the experimental results. 

6.4. Experimental Results 

The two properties of the polyurethane conformal coating are characterized at room 

temperature first, and then after subjecting the coatings to two accelerated testing 

environments: high temperature and humidity (T/H) storage and temperature cycling (T/C).   
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6.4.1. Adhesion Strength 

Two representative blister height vs. pressure tests for the polyurethane coating 

prior to aging are shown in Figure 60.  The critical pressure is determined from the 

discontinuity of the blister height vs. pressure graph.  The critical pressure for the sample 

shown in Figure 60 is 25 and 27 psi, respectively.  
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Figure 60.  Typical pressure vs. blister height results for the blister test of a polyurethane 

conformal coating before aging. 

 

An advantage of the blister testing formation is that the initial portion of the elasto-

plastic properties of the coating.  The unknown elasto-plastic properties are: the modulus,

E , the hardening constant, n , and the yield strength, y .  To determine the elasto-plastic 

properties of the coating, a nonlinear regression analysis is performed to fit the 
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experimental data to the analytical height from Eqn. (32).  Before the nonlinear regression 

analysis, the blister height vs. pressure results was smoothed using the well-known 

Savitzky-Golay method.   

A two part process is then employed to extract the elasto-plastic properties.  The 

modulus is determined first by using a nonlinear regression to fit the initial, elastic portion 

of the pressure vs. blister height curve.  Setting 1n   in Eqn. (32) reduces the blister height 

analytical equation to the linear elastic relationship which is valid before the stress is 

greater than the yield stress.   

Using the modulus from the elastic fit, a second nonlinear regression is performed 

over the entire elasto-plastic curve to determine the hardening constant and the yield 

strength of the coating.  The results of the fit are shown in Figure 61.  The resulting elasto-

plastic properties are listed below: 
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With the elasto-plastic material properties, and the critical pressure from the 

experiment, the adhesion strength of the polyurethane/tin plating interface before aging is 

calculated by Eq. (35): 
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Figure 61.  Nonlinear regression results of the elasto-plastic curve to determine the 

hardening constant and yield strength of the coating. 

6.4.1.1 Accelerated Testing Results  

The blister test samples were subjected to a suggested JEDEC T/H standard for tin 

whiskers [117] of 55°C/85% RH and tested after 0, 1000, and 2000 hours.  Figure 62 shows 

how the average adhesion strength changes with time in T/H testing conditions.  After 1000 

hours of T/H conditions, the adhesion strength increased by 40%.  It is speculated that the 

initial increase in adhesion strength is caused by additional crosslinking of the polymer 

coating.  After another 1000 hours in the chamber, the coating did not degrade and the 

adhesion strength remains nearly constant.  

Another set of blister test samples were subjected a temperature cycling condition.  

The suggested JEDEC T/C standard for tin whiskers is -55˚C to 85˚C.  Due to the slow rate 

of degradation, a harsher test condition, -55˚C to 125˚C, was employed.   Samples were 
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then tested after 0, 500, and 1000 cycles in the T/C testing chamber.  Figure 63 shows how 

the average adhesion strength changes with T/C testing cycles.  After 500 cycles, the 

adhesion strength increased 27%.  Again, this may be attributed to additional crosslinking 

of the polymer coating.  Over the next 500 cycles the adhesion strength degrades by 22%.   
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Figure 62.  Adhesion strength versus hours in a T/H chamber. 
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Figure 63.  Adhesion strength versus cycles in a T/C chamber. 

6.4.2. Puncture Strength 

Typical puncture force vs. deflection results for the polyurethane coating are shown 

in Figure 64 for three different probe radii and the corresponding puncture strength results 

are recorded in Table 5 .  As seen in the table, the puncture strength of the coating has a 

variation of less than 3% with probe radii.  It follows that for a given whisker radius, the 

puncture force of the coating can be calculated from the puncture strength using Eq. (37). 

Table 5.  Puncture strength with different probe radii. 

Probe radius (μm) 
Puncture strength 

(J/m2) 

50 1343±78 

65 1341±24 

80 1282±19 
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Puncture test samples were subjected to IPC standard [118] T/H testing condition 

of 85°C/95% RH, and tested after 0, 168 hours, 336 hours and 504 hours in the testing 

chamber.  Figure 65 shows that the average puncture strength of the coating steadily 

decreased with time in this accelerated environment.  
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Figure 64.  Typical load vs. deflection results for the puncture test of a polyurethane 

conformal coating. 
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Figure 65.  Puncture strength versus hours in a T/H chamber. 

6.5. Discussions: Failure Modes 

This paper has focused on the failure mechanisms due to tin whisker nucleation and 

growth from underneath the coating as seen in Figure 66.  As discussed, the puncture 

strength characterizes the failure of the conformal coating due to cohesive penetration by 

tin whisker nucleation.  The puncture force of the coating can be calculated when the 

puncture strength, PT , and the whisker radius, wd , are known by the following equation 

[116]: 

 P w pF d T  (38) 

As the whisker continues to grow from underneath the coating, a competing 

mechanism to puncture, buckling, is introduced.  If the whisker buckles before reaching 

the puncture strength of the coating, the whisker will be contained within the coating, 
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preventing a failure due to penetration.  To compare the competing mechanisms, the 

buckling force of a tin whisker can be calculated by [106]:  
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   (39) 

where L  is the length of the whisker, 
wE   is the modulus of the tin whisker, and 

wd  is the diameter of the whisker.  From Eq. (38) and (39), we can see the puncture force 

is independent of the whisker length and the buckling force is inversely proportional to the 

whisker length squared.   

 

 

Figure 66.  Schematic of tin whisker nucleating on tin coated substrate. 

 

Figure 67 depicts the puncture and buckling force plotted vs. the whisker length.  

In the figure, three different whisker diameters are considered, 2, 4, 6 mwd  , the tin 

whisker modulus is assumed to be 42 GPawE   [103], and the puncture strength of the 

tested conformal coating is 
21322 J/mPT  .  For a given whisker diameter and puncture 

strength there exists a critical whisker length at which the critical force required to puncture 

the coating becomes larger than the critical buckling force: 
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Figure 68 plots the critical whisker length for buckling versus whisker diameter.  

For whiskers longer than the critical whisker length, the whiskers buckle and are contained 

by the conformal coating and do not result in failure.  The critical whisker length increases 

with increasing whisker diameter therefore as expected, thinner diameter whiskers are 

much easier to contain. So given the above coating properties, a 6 μm diameter whisker 

will buckle and be contained if it grows longer than 150 μm in length.  This approach could 

be applied to set a design point to identify required thicknesses of conformal coatings.   
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Figure 67. Puncture force and buckling force versus whisker length. 
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Figure 68. Critical whisker length for buckling versus whisker diameter. 

 

The adhesion strength between the coating and tin layer also affects the reliability 

of the coating because whiskers can escape from exfoliated areas of the coating.  

Additionally, delaminated openings resulting from a growing whisker lifting the coating 

affect the delamination configuration and alter the puncture force of the whisker.  As the 

delaminated area increases, both the puncture and buckling forces are reduced.  Because 

of the delaminated surface, the critical whisker length would increase significantly 

compared to the puncture strength, allowing for even longer whiskers to be contained. 

Future work can expand on this concept through advanced numerical modeling to 

determine what will occur once a tin whisker nucleates on a conformally coated surface.  

A sequential approach can be applied considering a contact analysis and an indentation 

analysis for the initial nucleation of the whisker into the coating.  This initial stress analysis 
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determines the stress/strain distribution around the whisker tip as well as the total force 

exerted on the whisker.  The former can be compared to the puncture strength of the coating 

to assess if puncture occurs first while the latter can be input to a buckling analysis.  The 

lifting force on the whisker can also be used to calculate the stress along the interface of 

the coating/tin plating surface.  If the stresses at the interface are large enough to overcome 

the adhesion strength of the interface, delamination occurs, which redefines the 

deformation configuration of the analysis.   

6.6. Conclusion 

Two key material properties required to assess the reliability of a polyurethane 

coating were obtained: adhesion strength by blister testing and puncture strength by 

puncture test.  A procedure to prepare blister samples for tin-plated surfaces was proposed, 

including a method for creating a well-defined pre-defined area.  A blister test procedure 

was employed to determine the elasto-plastic properties of a urethane conformal coating.  

The elasto-plastic properties of conformal coatings were then considered in adhesion 

strength calculations leading to a more realistic determination of the adhesion strength.  A 

puncture test was employed to determine the puncture strength of the coating.  Blister test 

and puncture test samples were tested before and after accelerated testing conditions and 

the degradation of the coating properties was reported.  

Adhesion strength samples in both T/H and T/C environments both experienced an 

initial increase in the adhesion strength ranging from 27 – 40%.  This increase in adhesion 

strength is speculated to be attributed to additional crosslinking of the polymer coating.  

Continued T/H testing resulted in little change in the adhesion strength, whereas the T/C 
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testing environment resulted in 22% decrease in adhesion strength over the next 500 cycles.  

The puncture strength saw 35% decrease in strength after 500 hours in a T/H testing 

environment.  The results indicated that a polyurethane coating would be an effective 

solution to mitigate the tin whisker growth problem. 
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Chapter 7: Blister Testing for Adhesion Strength 

Measurement of Polymer Films Subjected to 

Environmental Conditions3 

 

ABSTRACT 

A blister testing method combined with a numerical procedure can be used effectively for 

characterizing the adhesion strength.  A challenge arises when it is implemented after 

subjecting samples to various environmental conditions.  The concept of pseudo property 

is introduced to cope with the problem associated with property changes during 

environmental testing.  The pseudo property set is determined directly from a deflection 

vs. pressure curve obtained from a typical blister test.  A classical energy balance approach 

is followed to evaluate the energy release rate from the critical pressure and pseudo 

property set.  The proposed approach is carried out for an epoxy/copper interface after 

subjecting samples to full moisture saturation and a high temperature storage condition.  In 

spite of significant change in property, the energy release rates are calculated accurately 

without extra tests for property measurements.   

                                                 

3 This chapter has been submitted for review to the Journal of Electronic Packaging under the title of 

“Enhanced Blister Testing for Adhesion Strength Measurement of Polymer Film Subjected to Environmental 

Conditions” by K. Mahan, D. Rosen, and B. Han.  
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7.1. Introduction 

In microelectronics, there are many interfaces that come together to create a product.  

One such interface is found between flexible polymer films and rigid substrates.  Whenever 

two materials are structurally bonded together, a potential reliability issue is created that 

must be monitored.  If the adhesion strength at the interface is weak, delamination can 

occur, leading to failure of the device.  Therefore, it is imperative to assess the reliability 

of the interface under the same conditions the device will be subjected to in order to avoid 

failure under device operating conditions.   

The reliability of the interface can be quantified by experimentally measuring the 

critical energy release rate of the interface.  The energy release rate, G, is an indication of 

the adhesion strength of the interface since it quantifies the energy required to create new 

surface area for interfacial crack propagation [1].  A common adhesion strength testing 

method that is effective for this type of flexible/rigid interface is the blister test [64-68, 73-

75, 77, 87].  Previous challenges with this technique involving creation of a well-defined 

blister area have been addressed, leading to more consistent blister test results [95].  

Analytical solutions for the blister test exist when testing under idealized bending only or 

stretching only domains.  However, challenges exist when the material properties of the 

film or the testing domain is not known prior to testing.   

It is well known that long term exposure to high temperature and moisture 

conditions, as well as the presence of moisture at the interface, can lead to a decrease in 

the adhesion strength of an interface [119-122].  To fully characterize the reliability of the 

interface, testing is typically performed at as-manufactured and environmentally degraded 

conditions such as thermal aging, moisture absorption, etc.  However, any degradation or 
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change in the polymer during environmental conditioning can affect the structural 

properties, the Young’s modulus, E, and the Poisson’s ratio, ν, of the polymer [123, 124].  

In addition, polymers are known to have rate dependent properties [125-127].  Due to the 

prescribed rate and/or the degradation from environmental aging the structural properties 

of the polymer can potentially shift the deformation mode of the film to some mixture of 

stretching and bending deformation modes, which adds to the uncertainty in using 

analytical solutions for long term degradation testing.  Without knowledge of the 

appropriate testing domain and/or the structural properties of the polymer at the time of 

testing, the analytical solutions cannot be applied with confidence to assess the energy 

release rate.  

One approach to account for variation of the material properties between test 

conditions is to run additional material characterization tests of the polymer prior to each 

data point.  However, running separate and simultaneous tests to obtain the polymer’s 

structural properties is time consuming and often impractical.   

To cope with the problem, we introduce the concept of “pseudo” material properties 

that can be determined from the pressure-displacement data.  In general, only the maximum 

pressure, which causes interface delamination, is used in the analysis and the pressure-

displacement data is often ignored because an additional data is required to determine both 

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.  A typical numerical procedure is implemented with 

the blister test that takes a classical energy balance approach to evaluate the energy release 

rate from the maximum pressure, but a “pseudo” properties based hybrid approach extends 

its applicability to the cases where the properties are not known.  This approach is proven 

most useful when investigating the effect of environmental conditions on the adhesion 
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strength since the structural properties of a polymer film can degrade over time leading to 

added uncertainty in the original properties of the film.  

7.2. Background: review of analytical solutions 

A schematic of a blister test sample with a predefined area is illustrated in Figure 

69.  In a typical blister test experiment, pressure loading is applied through the hole in the 

substrate layer to load the film layer.  Pressure is increased monotonically causing the film 

to inflate like a blister of radius a, until the film delaminates along the interface at a critical 

pressure, Pcrit and critical blister height, wcrit.   

 

Figure 69.  Schematic illustration of a blister test. 

Closed-form analytical solutions for the energy release rate exists for particular 

cases, such as when the polymer film is relatively stiff and under mainly bending loading 

[66] or very flexible and under mainly stretching [68] loading.   

An analytical expressions has previously been developed for the bending dominant 

case where the film thickness, t, is much smaller the blister deflection, w.  This case 

considers the film as a thin plate undergoing small deformation and derives the pressure-

deflection relationship using Timoshenko’s beam theory [66]: 
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Then by applying an energy balance method at the instant the film delaminates from the 

substrate, the energy release rate, G, is expressed as: 

 
 2 4
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3 1

32
bend Crit
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G P

Et


    (42) 

Similarly, an analytical expression exists for the stretching dominant thin film case.  

For this case, assumptions are made such that the film is a thin elastic membrane, the blister 

forms a spherical cap, and the deflection is much smaller than the blister radius, a.  Under 

these assumptions, the pressure-deflection relationship is [68]: 
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and then by applying an energy balance method, the energy release rate, G, is expressed 

as: 
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where C1 is a numerical constant, 0.518, to accommodate the volume difference of the 

spherical cap due to the clamped end condition of the blister [95].   

After testing, the energy release rate can be assessed from the film’s material 

properties and the critical pressure from the experimental test.  Alternately, the energy 

release rate can be expressed just by the critical pressure, the critical blister deflection, and 

a constant value for both the bending dominant and stretching dominant analytical 

expressions: 
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and 

 15

4
stretching crit crit

C
G P w  (46) 

For the case of intermediate film thickness and/or larger than expected adhesion 

strength interfaces, a mixture model was proposed, where a correction factor was 

prescribed to account for the presence of both modes [66, 70].  This approach is limited to 

only very specific material interfaces.  Others have tried more sophisticated FEA methods 

(e.g., traction separation models) to describe the delamination at the interface [87, 91, 92], 

which is very sensitive to the material properties of the film layer.   

7.3. Numerical Procedure to Calculate Energy Release Rate 

Following a successful blister test, the critical pressure, PCrit, can be obtained from 

the moment that delamination occurs.  Using this critical state from the experiment and the 

film’s structural properties, a numerical model can be developed to recreate the stress/strain 

state in the film at the point of delamination.  Then by using a simple energy balance 

method, the energy release rate, G, can be extracted from the model.  

7.3.1. FEA Model Setup 

Due to the simplistic geometry of the blister test, a 2D axisymmetric model is 

established using commercial FEA software (ANSYS).  From the experimental setup, the 

blister radius, and film thickness are known ahead of time.  Material properties of the film 

and substrate layer should also be known and input into the model.  Boundary conditions 

for this model are shown in Figure 70.  For this 2D model, axisymmetric boundary 

conditions are prescribed at the center of the model.  Additionally, the ux displacement is 
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constrained at the bottom corner of the substrate; the uy displacement is fixed at the 

interface between the film; and substrate is constrained past the blister radius to represent 

a bonded interface.  

 

Figure 70.  Schematic of boundary conditions applied in axisymmetric 2D model of 

blister test. 

The model must consider large deformations during the analysis due to the nature 

of the test.  The pressure is increased in step to the critical pressure using a constant 

increment.  The pressure and deflection data of the center of the blister are recorded at each 

step to form a numerical pressure vs. deflection curve.  

7.3.2. Energy Release Rate Calculation 

To numerically evaluate the energy release rate, G, an energy balance method is 

employed at the critical moment the blister delaminates.  At this state, the critical pressure, 

Pcrit, is assumed to be constant and two cases are examined: the moment before 

delamination when the blister radius is still a, and the moment after an infinitesimal 

delamination of Δa when the blister radius is a + Δa.  The energy balance of interest is the 

difference between these two key states at constant pressure, Pcrit, i.e., 

 
1 2W W W    (47) 
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where the change in work input into the system, ΔW, is evaluated as:  

  Crit Crit a a a
W P V P V V


      (48) 

where V is the volume of the blister.   

The energy dissipated when the crack propagates, ΔW1, is evaluated as:  

 
1 2W G a    (49) 

and the change in energy stored in the film layer, ΔW2, is evaluated as: 

 2
a a a

W d d   


     (50) 

Combining Equations (48), (49), and (50) into (47), the energy release rate can be 

expressed as:  
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 (51) 

To demonstrate this procedure, consider blister testing of a polymer film with 

structural properties of E = 2.5 GPa and ν = 0.4 with a predefined blister radius of 5 mm.  

Two cases can be considered for the same film: one that falls in a pure bending-only case 

and another that is pure stretching-only.  For the bending only case consider a film 

thickness of hbend = 500 µm and for the stretching only case consider a film thickness of 

hstretch = 100 µm.  In Figure 71(a) and (b), the deflection vs. pressure curves for the bending 

only and stretching only cases obtained from the FEA analysis are plotted, respectively.  

Equations (41) and (43) are also used to plot the analytical bending and stretching 

relationship.  It is clear that there is very good agreement for both cases.   
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Figure 71.  Deflection v. pressure curve for ideal (a) bending and (b) stretching 

specimens; FEM results and analytical solutions are compared.   
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The stored energy in the film can be directly determined from the FEA results.  For 

the volume calculation, a shell integration method can be employed to evaluate the volume 

as:  

  
0

2
radiusa

V rw r dr   (52) 

where w(r) is the displacement of the film layer along the radius.  For the stretching case, 

the blister profile from the FEA analysis before and after delamination is illustrated in 

Figure 72 (Pcrit = 10 psi).  The blister profile is then imported into mathematical software 

(MATLAB) and the shell integration is carried out using a trapezoidal integration method 

to obtain the total blister volume for both before, Va, and after, Va+Δa, delamination.   
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Figure 72.  Blister profile before and after a delamination of Δa = 75 µm obtained from 

the FEA analysis: the case of Figure 71b with Pcrit = 10 psi.  
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The procedure continues to calculate the critical energy release rate.  Using the 

stress state at the critical pressure, the stored energy, 2 a
W , is determined.  After all 

variables are found, the energy release rate is evaluated for a particular a using Equation 

(51).  This procedure can be repeated over several a step sizes and then by taking the limit 

of G with respect to a the energy release rate can be determined.  By evaluating G as Δa 

approaches zero the error associated with the arbitrary step size is eliminated, thus allowing 

for an accurate determination of the energy release rate at the instance of delamination.   

This step is shown in Figure 73 for the stretching only case.  According to the 

stretching-only analytical Equation (44), GAnalytical = 15.1 J/m2.  Following the numerical 

procedure the energy release rate is evaluated as GStretch = 14.8 J/m2.  The analytical solution 

slightly overestimates G since it neglects stress resulting from bending.  It is clear from the 

results that there is good agreement with the numerical method and analytical approaches 

when within the appropriate domain.   
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Figure 73.  G vs. Δa plot for numerically determined energy release rate for the case 

shown in Figure 72.  

 

7.4. Energy Release Rate with Pseudo-Properties  

Consider an intermediate blister testing case where the film thickness is 250 µm.  

The deflection vs. pressure curve is plotted for this case against both analytical solutions 

in Figure 74.  It is clear that testing of this film falls outside either of the analytical solutions 

domains.  Since this case is no longer in the realm of the analytical solutions, numerical 

methods must be used to calculate the energy release rate, and thus, the material properties 

of the film must be known.  The concept of pseudo material properties is proposed to cope 

with the problem. 
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Figure 74.  Deflection vs. pressure curve for a blister test specimen with an intermediate 

thickness. 

As mentioned earlier, the load-blister height curve is obtained from a blister 

experiment.  It is important to note that numerous sets of E and  can produce the same 

curve.  This is illustrated in Figure 75.  Each of these curves was created by making an ad-

hoc assumption for ν and using a regression analysis to establish the corresponding 

modulus (this set is referred to as “pseudo-property pair”) that produced the deflection vs. 

pressure curve.  The pseudo property pairs used for the analysis are shown in Table 6.  It 

is clear that each of the pseudo property pair (E, ν) recreates the same curve and accurately 

describes the critical state where delamination occurs.   
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Figure 75.  Deflection vs. pressure curve for intermediate case with several pseudo 

material property pairs to fit experimental curve.  

Table 6.  Consequence of ad-hoc Poisson’s ratio selection. 

Poisson’s 

Ratio 

Pseudo-E 

(GPa) 

Energy Release Rate 

(J/m2) 

Percent 

Error 

0.35 2.6 48.3 0.4% 
0.4 2.5 48.1 0.0% 

0.45 2.4 48.1 -0.1% 

 

Using Pcrit = 25 psi, the energy release rate was calculated from the numerical 

procedure presented in Section 3.  The resulting energy release rate for the reference case 

(E = 2.5 GPa and ν = 0.4) case was G = 48.1 J/m2.  The energy release rates for all pseudo-

property pairs were also calculated and the values are summarized in Table 6.  It is clear 

from the table that any pseudo-property pairs that are determined from the deflection vs. 
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pressure curve by making an ad-hoc assumption of E or ν can be used to determine G with 

virtually no effect on the energy release rate.   

This finding is intuitive since as seen in Equations (45) and (46) that the analytical 

solutions for G can be determined without prior knowledge of the film’s material properties.  

This ability to assess any changes in the material properties in-situ opens up the ability to 

determine the energy release rate accurately even after environmental conditioning where 

the structural properties of the polymer are subject to change and degrade between sample 

sets. 

7.5. Application  

The adhesion strength was assessed for an interface of a common epoxy used in 

electronic packages and a copper substrate.   

7.5.1. Sample Preparation  

For testing, a rigid copper substrate with twelve 3 mm diameter test holes (Figure 

76a) was used in this application.  Each copper substrate was subjected to successive 

grinding using a rotational grinding machine set at 150 RPM.  The substrates were grinded 

using 240, 400, 600, and 800 grit paper for five minutes each.  This process helped ensure 

a uniform surface roughness on order of ~6.5 μm while removing any impurities.   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 76.  Copper substrates for blister test samples (a) before and (b) after attaching the 

stencil. 

The radius dependency of the energy release rate is obvious.  An accurate well-

defined predefined area is critical to the sample repeatability [95].  To establish the extent 

of the predefined area, a stencil piece composed of flat sheet metal with twelve 3/8” 

diameter holes was placed on top of the substrate so that the stencil holes were concentric 

with the pressure holes.  Using a residue-free tape, the stencil piece was taped along its 

edges to the substrate, seen in Figure 76b.  The exposed substrate areas will be the 

predefined areas for 12 blisters.  The pressure holes were then temporarily blocked with a 
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residue-free tape.  The stencil prevented the tape contact outside the predefined area.  This 

approach greatly reduced the possibility of introducing impurities to the interface of 

interest during plug creation.  

A schematic of the remaining sample preparation procedure is shown in Figure 77.  

Before creating the predefined area, the pressure hole must first be temporarily plugged.  

Silicon rubber was chosen for the temporary plug because of its known low adhesion 

property, which ensures that it will not adhere to the tape, blister material, or copper.  A 

commercially available silicon rubber (GE RTV615A) was prepared according to the 

manufacturer’s specification and then spun in a centrifuge for 3-5 minutes to remove any 

gas introduced by mixing.  The compound was then carefully poured into each pressure 

hole, ensuring no gas bubbles form in the process.  Meanwhile, twelve 1.5 millimeter 

diameter dowel pins were allowed to soak in a silicon primer solution (GE SS4120) for 

five minutes, then allowed to dry for five minutes.  By doing so, the dowel pins adhered to 

silicon rubber.  A pin was carefully inserted into each pressure hole, serving as a convenient 

way to remove the silicon plugs later in the process.  The system was allowed to cure for 

24 hours at room temperature.   
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 77.  Schematic of sample preparation procedure: a) creating temporary plug, b) 

creating the predefined area, c) curing the adhesive, and d) the final sample 

ready for testing. 
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After a full cure, the tape covering the pressure holes were carefully removed.  A 

small amount of methanol was applied with a cotton swab inside the stencil to remove any 

possibility of contamination from the tape’s adhesive material.  A thin coat of a dry film 

release agent (Sprayon MR311) was then applied inside the stencil, thus defining a low 

adhesion predefined area for each blister specimen.  The use of a wet release agent, such 

as silicon oil, proved to be unsuccessful due to transport and mixing issues with the blister 

material. 

To further establish the integrity of the predefined area, a ~10 nm thick layer of 

aluminum was deposited on top of the dry film release agent via the use of a vacuum 

chamber (Denton DV-502A).  The release agent and aluminum layers composed the 

completed predefined area.  While the release agent created the low adhesion surface, the 

thin aluminum layer provided a clear boundary that prevented the epoxy from adhering 

directly to the predefined area.  The stencil was then removed from the substrate. 

To create the film layer, a shim of 300 m was first created around the edge of the 

substrate using the tape.  The two-part epoxy was prepared according to the manufacturer’s 

recommendation, spun in the centrifuge for roughly two minutes to remove any voids, 

poured onto the substrate, and allowed to spread evenly via gravity.  The samples were 

then allowed to cure at room temperature for 48 hours.  After the full cure was achieved, 

the silicon plugs were removed by pulling the dowel pins.  Finally, the film layer was 

sectioned into individual specimens on top of the substrate to ensure that delamination from 

one specimen did not affect the others during testing. 
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7.5.2.  Experimental Setup and Testing Procedure 

During testing, the pressure, center blister deflection, and blister profile were 

captured and integrated into a LabView program to synchronize data collection.  A 

schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 78.  Once the specimen is secured 

over the pressure port, the three-axis translation stage can also be used to ensure accurate 

alignment of the laser above the center of the blister to capture the maximum deflection 

during each test.   

 

Figure 78.  Schematic diagram of the blister test setup. 

The pressure regulator (Tescom ER3000) applied pressure at a rate of 1 psi/s while 

the laser triangulation sensor (MTI MicroTrak II) and camera (Sentech MC133-USB) 

recorded the center blister height and blister profile, respectively.  The pressure regulator 

allowed for a resolution of 0.1 psi, and the laser displacement sensor had a resolution of 

1.25 μm.  For each specimen, the pressure was increased monotonically while the blister 

continued to grow.  Once the blister reached a critical pressure, the film delaminated from 
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the substrate.  The critical delamination was captured both in a sudden increase in 

deflection at PCrit on the deflection vs. pressure curve, and visually through the camera 

profile.   

Several representative deflection vs. pressure curves for the as-is case are shown in 

Figure 79.  An overhead image of the predefined area of a specimen can be seen in in 

Figure 80a.  When the pressure reached a critical pressure, the film delaminated from the 

substrate and it was recorded with the camera (Figure 80b).  This moment of delamination 

captured in the video matched the critical pressure recorded in the deflection vs. pressure 

graph for the specimen, which confirmed the validity of the experimental data. 
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Figure 79. Representative deflection vs. pressure curves for an epoxy/coper interface at 

as-is testing conditions.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 80.  A typical blister sample a) before and b) after critical delamination event. 
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Since the typical Poisson’s ratio for this type of polymer is 0.4, it was used as an ad 

hoc assumption for the pseudo-material properties.  The twelve as-is samples tested were 

then modeled in FEA and went through a nonlinear optimization method to determine a 

corresponding pseudo-modulus for each sample.  For as-is samples, the average pseudo 

modulus was 3.58 GPa with a standard deviation of 1.12 GPa.  The average energy release 

rate was 25.0 J/m2 with a standard deviation of 4.37 J/m2. 

7.5.3. Results of Environmental Testing 

The importance of this approach becomes more apparent when evaluating the effect 

of environmental conditions.  In addition to as-is testing, samples were subjected to two 

environmental testing conditions: moisture degradation and thermal aging.  The moisture 

degradation sample set consisted of six specimens and was subjecting to a 100% relative 

humidity environment at room temperature for a duration of seven days.  The thermal aging 

sample set consisted of ten specimens and was subjected to a high temperature storage 

condition (125C) over a seven day period.   

Figure 79 shows a representative pressure vs. deflection curve and Table 7 lists the 

statistical information for each sample set tested.  Additionally, the average and range of 

the energy release rate and pseudo-modulus are shown in Figure 82 and Figure 83, 

respectively, for each sample set.  
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Figure 81.  Representative deflection vs. pressure curves for an epoxy/copper sample at 

three conditions: a) as-is, b) after thermal aging, and c) after moisture 

degradation. 

 

Table 7.  Comparison of testing results.  

Parameter Mean Standard Deviation 

Pseudo-E (as-is) 3.58 GPa 1.12 GPa 

G (as-is) 25.0 J/m2 4.37 J/m2 

Psuedo-E (thermally aged) 46.1 GPa 17.1 GPa 

G (thermally aged) 28.2 J/m2 7.32 J/m2 

Psuedo-E (moisture degraded) 3.78 GPa 1.36 GPa 

G (moisture degraded) 10.7 J/m2 5.13 J/m2 
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Figure 82.  Energy release rate comparison of three conditions: a) as-is, b) 

after thermal aging, and c) after moisture degradation. 
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Figure 83.  Moduli comparison of three conditions: a) as-is, b) after thermal aging, and c) 

after moisture degradation. 
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As expected, the deflection vs. pressure curve showed a reduction in the critical 

pressure for the moisture degraded case.  Compared to the average as-is pseudo-modulus, 

the average moisture degraded sample pseudo-modulus stayed relatively constant at 3.78 

GPa.  However, the consequence of subjecting samples to this moisture environment was 

a 57% reduction in the energy release rate from as-is values.   

As seen in the deflection vs. pressure curve for the thermal aging case, there is a 

drastic change in the film’s response to the blister test, which is an indication of changes 

to the structural material properties of the film layer.  While the energy release rate 

increased by 13% due to additional curing at the higher temperature, the average pseudo-

modulus of the thermally aged specimen increased by over an order of magnitude to 46.1 

GPa.   

Of most importance is how this sudden change in polymer behavior did not greatly 

affect the energy release rate of the interface (Figure 82).  Failure to consider changes in 

the structural material properties of the film in energy release rate calculations will result 

in erroneous data.  In the thermally aged case if the original as-is material properties were 

used to evaluate G then there would be a gross over-estimation of the energy release rate 

that would not capture the actual adhesion strength of the interface.  Misuse of 

environmentally aged data can lead to a misrepresentation of the actual adhesion strength 

of a critical interface – potentially leading to unintended failure.  

7.6. Conclusion 

An alternative numerical/experimental blister test method was proposed to 

characterize the adhesion strength of an interface when the film’s structural properties were 
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unknown.  The method was based on the fact that the energy release rate can be calculated 

from a set of modulus and Poisson’s ratio values that can be directly determined from the 

experimental pressure vs. deflection curve of the blister test.  An updated specimen 

preparation method was presented and implemented, which accurately defined the blister 

radius without adversely affecting the substrate surface.  The proposed approach was 

carried out for an epoxy/copper interface after subjecting samples to full moisture 

saturation and a high temperature storage condition.  Adhesion strength of the interface for 

as-is (G = 25.0 J/m2), thermally aged (G = 28.2 J/m2), and moisture degraded (G = 10.7 

J/m2) samples were presented.  The adhesion strength decreased significantly after 

moisture degradation, while the thermal aging condition caused only a slight increase of 

the adhesion strength in spite of a significant change in modulus. 
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Chapter 8: Contributions and Future Works 

 

8.1. Dissertation Contributions 

Adhesion strength testing has been examined with experimental and numerical 

approaches to enhance and develop specific adhesion strength testing techniques to 

quantitatively assess the reliability of critical interfaces found in electronic packaging 

devices.  The most significant contributions made in this dissertation are summarized 

below:  

 A theoretical approach for determining if the adhesion strength of a potential 

material combination in a thin multilayer stack can be evaluated under the four-

point bending framework.   The approach takes into account the fracture 

toughness and structural material properties of the interface materials, global 

loading configurations, and the potential adhesion strength of the interface to 

analyze the crack kinking competition at the interface of interest.  Through a 

numerical approach it is shown an applicable testing domain for the given test 

configuration and material set can be established to clearly indicate the limits of 

the test configuration.   

 A novel adhesion test configuration called the “single cantilever adhesion test 

(SCAT)” that can be employed to determine the adhesion strength at interfaces in 

thin multilayer semiconductor packages has been developed.  The method is 

optimal for quick and quantitative testing of strong interfaces inside thin 

multilayer structures.  Detailed sample preparation, experimental testing 
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procedure, and a numerical approach to determine the critical energy release rate 

and mode mixity are presented.   A reliability analysis of two proposed EMC/PSR 

material sets was then carried out using the SCAT method.  

 A modified blister test using a predefined blister area is employed to assess the 

adhesion strength for a polyurethane conformal coating used to mitigate tin whisker 

growth.  A procedure to prepare blister samples for tin-plated surfaces was created, 

including a method for creating a well-defined pre-defined area.  An elasto-plastic 

analytical derivation of the adhesion strength from a blister test was developed 

leading to a more realistic determination of the adhesion strength.  After measuring 

the properties at time zero, the coatings are subjected to accelerated testing 

conditions (high temperature/humidity storage and temperature cycling) and the 

degradations of the coating properties are documented.  The results indicated that a 

polyurethane coating would be an effective solution to mitigate the tin whisker 

growth problem. 

 An alternative numerical/experimental blister test method was proposed to 

characterize the adhesion strength of an interface when the film’s structural 

properties were unknown.  The method was based on the fact that the energy 

release rate can be calculated from a set of modulus and Poisson’s ratio values 

that can be directly determined from the experimental pressure vs. deflection 

curve of the blister test.  An updated specimen preparation method was presented 

and implemented, which accurately defined the blister radius without adversely 

affecting the substrate surface.  The proposed approach was carried out for an 
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epoxy/copper interface after subjecting samples to full moisture saturation and a 

high temperature storage condition.   

8.2. Future Work 

As new and inventive products are introduced, there will be an increased need for 

adhesion strength testing methods that can be implemented to quickly and quantitatively 

assess interface reliability in thin multilayer structures.  The contributions by this 

dissertation can be extended in many directions.  Some of them are described below. 

 

Extension to adhesion strength testing at high temperatures 

When evaluating the reliability of an interface, testing is typically performed at 

room temperature to evaluate the adhesion strength of the interface.  Additionally, testing 

is typically performed after subjection to various long term environmental testing 

conditions in order to assess the degradation of the interface with respect to time.  This 

analysis provides valuable information for design and reliability engineers to make an 

educated assessment of how long the product will last before failure.  However, most ideal 

would be to evaluate the strength of the interface at the moment when failure is known to 

occur.   

As discussed in this dissertation, interfaces such as the EMC/PSR interface have 

been known to delaminate under reflow testing environment where temperatures reach 240 

°C.  Adhesion strength testing at the high temperature condition where failure occurs would 

be the most direct assessment of the feasibility of a potential material set for a given 

application.  Challenges associate with this approach consist of establishing a test 
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infrastructure that allows for rapid heating of the specimen up to reflow temperatures 

followed by rapid testing.  Since testing would be occurring at high temperatures, 

viscoelastic properties of the materials would also need to be taken into consideration.   

 

Extension to testing thinner, stronger interfaces 

In this dissertation the SCAT method was developed for testing the EMC/PSR 

interface in a thin multilayer stack.  However, the printed circuit boards and overall form 

factor of consumer electronics continue to shrink past even the thin structures we have 

evaluated.  The ability to scale the SCAT method for even thinner multilayer stack should 

be investigated.  A critical challenge in doing so will be preventing crack kinking at the 

edge of the predefined area.  The propensity for the crack kinking only increases as the 

adhesion strength grows and the structure heights are minimized.  The ability to reinforce 

the top layer of the structure to force continued delamination along the interface of interest 

should be investigated. 

 

Modulus effect in environmental conditioning of EMC/PSR specimens in SCAT testing 

In this dissertation the mechanical property degradation of the EMC/PSR sample 

in SCAT testing was not evaluated during environmental conditioning.  If there is a 

significant chance in the modulus of EMC due to high temperature storage or moisture 

gain, than the energy release rate calculation could be effected.  It is recommended that in 

future work of the SCAT method the degradation changes to the mechanical properties 

should be thoroughly investigated. 
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Mode mixity calculations of EMC/PSR set in SCAT considering nonlinear material 

properties 

In this dissertation linear elastic material properties were considered for both the 

EMC and PSR materials during SCAT testing.  While it was shown that the plasticity was 

confined to a region around the crack tip, thus allowing for an accurate J-integral 

calculation under LEFM, this crack tip plasticity may still alter the accuracy of the mode 

mixity calculation since a VCCT method was used at the crack tip.  Because of this, the 

mode mixity reported in this dissertation is a linear elastic approximation of the mode 

mixity.  It is recommended that in future work, nonlinear behavior of the polymers is 

investigated for a more accurate determination of the mode mixity.    

 

Advanced constrained blister testing for thin, high adhesion strength interfaces 

Conventional adhesion testing struggle to accommodate testing of thin film 

membranes with very larger adhesion strengths and large compliances.  One example of a 

strong interface in the electronic packaging community is for the Die Attach Film (DAF) 

to the silicon substrates. DAF layers are on the order of 20 μm thick and as a result have a 

very large compliance.  Blister testing of such membranes experience very large deflections 

prior to delamination.  Analytical equations are insufficient to evaluate this strong adhesion 

interfaces.  This large blister deflection can be several times larger than the blister radius 

which invalidates spherical cap type assumptions.  Furthermore, due to the large 

compliance of these thin film membranes when testing using a CBT configuration, bulging 

out occurs at the extent of the membrane which again invalidates assumptions made of the 

blister volume.   
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A proposed extension is the advanced constrained blister test (ACBT) method that 

employs a deformable constrainer instead of the rigid plate constraint found in CBT testing.   

A schematic of the ACBT setup is seen in Figure 84.  The ACBT setup is similar to the 

blister test setup since the interface of interest is in between the thin film layer and the 

substrate.  There is a pressure hole in the bottom of the substrate for loading, and the 

predefined area methods previous developed are employed to create a well-defined blister 

radius, aPD [95].  However in this case, a deformable constraint layer is placed on top of 

the film layer.  A thin layer of grease is applied between the constraint and film layers to 

minimize contact forces between the two materials.  The constraint and film layers are 

fixed in place by a rigid ring of radius, aconstraint.   

 

Figure 84.  A schematic of the ACBT setup. 

The transparent, deformable constraint layer is the key addition to the test method.  

By using a deformable constrainer, after the film is pressurized the film is free to inflate 

and conform to the constraint layer.  Energy is transferred and stored in the constraint layer 

while the film layer height is drastically reduced.  The reduced blister height allows for a 

larger pressure to be applied until finally the crack can delaminate along the interface.  At 

this critical pressure the sample can be modeled using FEA and the stored energy in the 

deformable constraint layer can be extracted to evaluate the energy release rate, G.  If a 

deformable constraint layer that with a significantly larger bending stiffness is used 

practically all of the energy stored in the system will be stored in the constraint layer.  If 
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the contact area between the constraint layer and the film membrane are also known at the 

critical pressure, then under this condition it would be possible to assess the energy release 

rate without prior knowledge of the film’s material properties.  A transparent constraint 

layer will allow for detection of the contact area.  This capability could also extend to the 

possibility of rate-dependent testing of film materials.  Also, similar to the case of blister 

testing polymer membranes undergoing environmental conditioning, this test method 

would allow for evaluating the adhesion strength after environmental conditioning without 

knowledge of the current material properties.  

Full development of the advanced constrained blister test will provide several key 

contributions, namely, by extending the ability to evaluate the adhesion strength for 

thinner, more compliant membranes at larger adhesion strengths.  The ACBT will be able 

to fill a gap in the current state of flexible membrane on rigid substrate adhesion testing 

that currently cannot be evaluated.  Additionally, the proposed extension will provide the 

ability for rate-dependent testing and environmental conditioning of samples without prior 

knowledge of the material properties, which is very important when in-situ material 

property measurements are not possible.  
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